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P R IC E 4 C E N T *

What is your
preference in a re
p e a t in g shotgun—hando p e r a t e d or autoloading?
If hpmd-operated, you know the Reining
ton -U M C Pump Gun. Everybody knows it,
If autoloading, then get your dealer to show you
the R«m ington-UM C Autoloading Shotgun — an arm
that is performing in a way to show sportsmen that here
at last is an autoloading shotgun that woffas.

One o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State o f Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

Rem ington-U M C Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns
are sold by dealers everywhere. Find the one who shows
the
Ball Mark o f T^ern; ngt^n- L.\'1C — the sign of Sports
men a Headquarters. He’s the man.

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

T » keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem
Oil. the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

= —■■■■

lubricant.
R E M IN G T O N A R M S -U N 1 0 >
199 Broadway

M b l A L L IC C A R T R ID G B C O .
N ew Y ork

■OBfiuaBMa&SHniS'

HOTEL BLANCHARD
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R A N G E LE Y LAK ES H O TEL CO.> Rangeley, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unexSTRATTON MAINE
celled, Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Gamee ' for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
STRATTON M AINE.
E. H. G R O SE . Prop.
peasant Island,
- Maine .

GOOD WEATHER FOR
LAST DAYS OF FAIR

pounds, Fred Ladd first, Fred
second, N. E. Wells third;
horses under 2,500, N. E.
first, J. O. Dunham second,
|Dunham third.
HALL

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the'be3t of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

-

Fine Display of Stock and Farm Products—
Result of the Races.

Middledam, Maine
belonging to G. D. Bangs and Achil
lean belonging to N. J. Blackett. Bes'des these were Dick Johnson's AeroThe second day of fair was one of
p s?ne, Bernard Taylor’s Lic k Wilkes a
the best days, as far as the atten
beautiful black mare earned Rena be
dance was concerned, the receipts
longing to Herman Hatch of Rangefor the day being $274.35.
The last |
ley and the winner of ti e race, Dick
part of the forenoon was taken uip
Entertainer, W. H. Hanseem cf Strat
with the pulling of the draft stock.
ton being his owner.
The race wasThis event was most interesting this
a good one, but not very exciting,
year.
The big horses weighing 3000
as it was a sure thing for Dick En
pounds and over did nobly hauling
tertainer from the start.
The sumthe load that weighed 6,365 pounds.
ro any:
Fred Ladd's horses went 40 feet 9 i
2 3 4
inches, Fred Weills’ went 27 feet and Aeroplane, b m,
R.
S.
Johnson,
Strong
N. E. Wells’ went 25 feet 9 inches, i
3 2 3
The horses weighing 2,500
pounds j Dick Wilkes, hr g,
B.
L.
Taylor,
Stratton
hauled the same lead better than the
544
heavier horses according to their Rena, blk m,
H.
Hatch,
Rangeley
weight.
Fred Ladd succeeded in
y
4 6 2
getting the load 309 feet, while Fred Echo, blk g,
G.
D. Bangs, Phillips
Wells only went 24 feet and N. E.
111
Wells 16 feet. The horses, weight Dick Entertainer, b g,
W. H. Ha ns com, Stratton
under 2,500 pounds, hauled a load
6 5 dr
weighing 4,365 pounds just as though Achillean, b s,
N.
J.
Hackett,
Phillips
it was fun.
J. O. Dunham's horses
Titme: 2.27, 2.29, 2.29.
walked off 550 feet before time was
THE

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. BOW LEY,
m
m
Mountain View,

m

Maine |

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

TIM PO N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps

SEC O N D

DAY

Wells
draft
Butler
Frank

P R E M IU M S

Seed corn—Eight rowed, H.
J.
Wing first. T. A. Fairbanks second
and third; 12-rowed, J. A. Norton
first; table beets, J. O. Lake first,
W. F. Calden seernd, J. F. Sweetser
third; stock beets, J. F.
Sweetser
first; carrots, j. O. Lake first, Clar
ence Pillsbury second; turnips, Carl
Beal first, J. O. Lake second; pars
nips, J. A. Norton first; pumpkins,
IT. J. Wing first. J. O. Lake second,
Carl Beal third; squash, J. F. Sveetser first, Carl Beal second, H. J.
Wing third; onions, Mrs. E. Dill
first; green tomatoes, Mrs. E. Dill
first, IT. J. Wing second, J. A. Nor
ton third; ripe tomatoes,
C.
VV.
Cook first, Mrs. E. DIM second, H.
J. Wing third; potatoes, A. W. Storer first, A. B. Toothiaker second, J.
E. Sweetser third; farm display, H.
J. Wing first.
Class 38—Fruit and honey: Cran
berries, Bdon Wing first; grapes, W.
J. Daggett first; canned fruit, Mrs.
Everett Knapp first, Mrs. F. A.
Phillips second, Mrs. Don Ross third;
jelly, Mrs. Mary Dunham first; pick
le^, Mrs. Everett Knapp first, Mrs.
George Adams second. Mrs.
Don
Ross third; dried fruit, Mrs. F. H.
Calden first; Lombard plums, Mrs.
A. B. Toothakar. first; Burbank
plums, Mrs. A. B. Toothiaker first;
maple sugar, A. R. Sedgeley first;
maple syrup, Bion Wing first, C. W.
Ha rri den sec on d.
Class 39— Butter and cheese: White
bread, Mrs. Bion Wing first; pies
Mrs. Bion Wing first; doughnuts
Mrs. Bion Wing first, Mrs. N. IT
Haines second; gingersuaps,
Mrs
Bion Wing first, Mrs. Weston Park
er second; sugar cookies, Mrs. W
J. Daggett first; honey, E. F. Park
er first; ginger crumpets, Mrs. Bion
Wing, gratuity.
Class 40—Household articles: Silk
quilt, Mrs. F, IT. Calden first; wor
sted quilt. Mrs. N. H. Haines first;
cotton quilt, Mrs. A. J. Toothiaker
first, Mrs. Lee Ross second;
bed
spread, Mrs. Rose Campbell first;
puff, Mrs. Morrill Goldsmith first,
Mrs. F. H. Calden second; embroid
ered towels, Mrs. A. D. Gra.ffam first,
Gladys Hewey second, Mrs. F. S.
Haley third;
embroidered pillow

Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T
SON CO.,
P. O. A d d r e ss, G ran t’ s M e. called, Frank Dunham’s went 529
SECO ND DAY P R E M I U M S
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
feet and N. E. Butler’s took the drag
228 feet before the finish came.
Class 26—Light Harness stallions:
There wras lots of cheering done dur
Stallion 4 years old or more, W. T.
ing the pulling.
BALD M O U N T A IN C A M P S »“>■*
Hinds first, George Thompson second.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eT
H
E
RACES
Class 30-—Draft stock:
Stallions,
guntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
2 years old, W. T. Hinds first; brood
AMOS ELLIS. Prap’ r.,
Bald Mountain
Maine
The pulling finished just in time mares, W. T. Hinds first, Dill Bros,
for the trotting to begin, and
the second, C. A. Wing third; 2-year-old
first class called was the, 2.25 class celts, O. A. Dunham first, Berry &
H. Rubier
with four starters, that old-time fav Pinkham second, W.
orite Odd Fellow, who had not start third; yearling colts, C. A. Wing
ed in a race for a year, the Far first, J. F. Sweetser second, P. D.
mington favorite, Phyllis D., the well- Phillips third; spring colts, W. T.
known Raffia Wilkes and Lola Brad Hinds first, Dill Bros, second, J. F.
en.
Odd Fellow took the first heat Sweetser third.
easily, but Phyllis D. came in first
Class 27—Brood mares and colts:
at the wire, which position she held Standard breed mare, G. A. Staples
first; non-standard brood mare, Hal
winning the race.
The summary:
ey & Russell first, Deo Taylor sec
Lola Braden, hr cm,
3 4 4 4 ond, R. C. Ross third; non-standard
F.
G. Colburn, Farmington3-year-old colts, Haley & Russell
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
Raffia Wiilkes, ch S',
4 3 3 3 first, F. L. McLaughlin secernd; stan
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
dard yearling, W. T. Hinds
first;
B. L. Taylor, Stratton
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very Odd Fellow, icih s,
1 2 2 2 non-standard yearling coit, W. E.
(Continued on page nineL
Hinkley first; standard spring colt,
Bert Wells, Winthrop
abundant.
Phyllis D., ch m,
2 1 1 1 G. A Staples first; non-standard sprin
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
colt, Haley & Russell first, Leo Tay
D. I. Doble, Farmington
HUNTERS
lor second, R. C. Ross third.
Time: 2.28, 2.26, 2.27*4, 2.30.
guaranteed a shot at a deer this
Write the S a n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
Class 31—Draft horse®:
Draft season at
Deer Pond Camps
booklet with map.
The second race was the 2.50 class horses over 3,000 pounds, Fred Ladd
address F. S. SAVAGE, Prop.
E.
with six starters, there being
two first, Fred Wells second, N.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,
Phillips, Maine
E U S TIS ,
M AINE
draft houses,
3,500
Phillips horses in the field,
Echo, Wells third;

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region. '

AS A HUNTING RESORT
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master.
It matters not what th©
breed may be, the same faithfulness
is present in the animal and lie can,
if taken at the proper time, while
still a puppy, be trained to almost
any length, particularly as to his
ability in the field and woods.
Numbers of Portland hunters en-.
joy the companionship of their dog.
Probably no better known
hunting
dog could be mentioned than Della,
the handsome pointer belonging to
Frank M. Gray, proprietor of the
Preble House in Monument Square.
Delia is nearly always to be seen
with her master when he is
upon
the street.
Seeing her work in the
field while Mr. and Mrs. Gray are
hUHtinv i® a privilege as She is a
fast, constant worker, is the pos
sessor of a fine nose and can quick
ly pick up the scent of the bird
within the cover.
Mr. and Mrs.
Gray have allot many birds
-over
Delia and she always retrieves the
dead birds in the gentle manner
common to this particular dog.
Silas B. Adams has recently pur
returning home.
chased a new dog.
Fred Hale, E.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Marshall of
ment, which invariably follows this 1ters
1over aiul
a burst oj A. and C. S. Randall, Dr. C. W.
Winchester, Mass.', on Thursday even
tweets, a large cover of Hungarians, Bray and many other Portland gun
ing gave a dinner in lionor of their bit of news, says the Portland Sun the newly planted game bird, rise ners have fine hunters in their ken
son, Charles, whose 22nd birthday it day Telegram.
nels.
It is the call of the wild. Tthe i and speed off toward the sheltering
was.
The table was beautifully de
first
trump
which,
is
blown
from
thicket
with
the
speed
of
the
quail,
Birthday Party One of the Closing corated with sweet peas and covers
the j
laid for eight:
Mr. and Mrs. Mar the quiet wooded shores of
Festivities.
great
inland
stillnesses,
the
forests
eame appreciating the heavy
shall and son, Chester Willetts, Mrs.
primeval and which echoes through ; lr0St ano sharp cold nights of tie
F. B. Burns, Misses Cecil
Brown,
every town, city and hamlet in the
Iew ^eo-ks in the Maine forest
Carrie Frost and Ann L. Marble and
(Special Correspondence.)
State, the s o u n d of which is picked *iaAe made their appearame
near
all
greatly
enjoyed
a
lobster
supper
Mooselookmeguntic Hou.se, Haines
up and bourne along throughout the |^ 'e 'habitations of man in the !a.--t
Landing, Sept. 26.—This hotel closes with a birthday cake, after which rest of the Country, calling
The log da bin which Dr. W. H.
the|^ew ^a^sDeer are seen daily in
the
or; Tuesday,
September 28, after the company gathered around
Hawkins
of .Lewiston built at South.
the
woods
near
waterways
quietly
devotees of rifle and gun to be up
the best season ever, and with more open fire for a social hour and with and doing
feeding on tender branches or on Lewiston a few years ago, has been
camps engaged for next year than the hope young Marshall will spend
With the ‘‘frost upon the pumpkin” ^)e Dcsli young grasses in deserted moved to Tacoma Lakes wliqre it
many future birthdays a t, Haines
will be erected on a lot near
th©
ever before so far in advance.
and
the cook nights of early fall red lumbering yards.
Landing.
Partridges further back in ti e Buwie cottage.
Additions will be
On Friday, October 1st the pcstdening the birches and the maples
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Clay of New
cffice and store will close. Mis® Car
there is an irresistible longing for woods are tame as yet, not laving built to the cabin and when tii©
York,
who are here' for their first
The work is completed* it i-s expected th
rie Frost, the assistant postmaster,
the season to arrive when this pent- been gunned to any extent.
who has handled Uncle Sam’s mail season, with Bob Martin guide, left ; up energy to be afield may be releas writer who is now in the woods of Dr. Hawkins will have one c f tin©
yesterday for a week’s camping trip
attractive
summer
homes
for two summers returns to her heme
ed. . If for nothing more than .to Penobscot County has encountered roost
lakes.
It is expected
in Bowdoinham for the winter. Miss up Cupsuptic stream.
lake the trusty shotgun or rifle and|se%era* heer and many partridge in on the
Clas. F. PettingtLl and daughter, j stroll through the quiet woodlands ! tile past 'veek.
tne cottage will be ready fir occup
Cecil Brown, who has assisted
in
Quincy, with that sweet realization pervad
Following the heavy rain and se ancy by the middle of Octo’ er. The
the hotel office and been the orches Mrs. H. L. Kincadde of
the
tra leader goes to Lynn, Mass., to Mass., wail be the last guests to ' ing one’s consciousness that he is, vere gale of Tuesday and Wednesday job cf moving and I'e-erecting
resume her musical work, and Miss leave for home.
ifter many months of toil and labor, :
hinds of game l^ade its appear 1uilding is in i barge of Jc-1 n F. Sul
ance in the more open spaces.
livan, ti e well-kno'tn Lewiston cottJ
Ann L. Marble the bookkeeper goes
Mrs. F. B. Burns and -little son, j alone with Nature.
Beach nuts are much in evidence tractor.
back to her home in Boston.
This Master Fred, Jr., will this coming 1 It is the simple life, for which,
Eiirtls are in I
trio of young ladies have been most winter be pleasantly located at the 1through the seasons we so earnestly!111 cert:nn sections
quest
of
these
and
ti
e
sound of the |
efficient in their duties and made a Tavern in Rangeley village.
Mrs. |long.
Daily Thought.
With the arrival of that realihost of friends among the patrons of Burns’ mother, Mrs. K. A. Blair will i zation that we are alone here in a 1hunters guns can
Misunderstandings and neglect enus*
' requently be
Mooselookmeguntic House, w! o hope return; to her home in Bowdoinham forest unbroken only by wood roads, .hoard on the sum nv i of some beach more mischief in the worfd than even
malice and wickedness.— F. W. Rob
they will return another year.
fer the winter.
a passing river or a wide spreading ' rjdge
ertson.
Ti.ere
a.re
still
few
late
f
is
’
et
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Brown of NewMr. and Mrs. R. L. Spotts of New lake, a certain exultation that perburvport, Mass., went to Kennebago York at their camp, Doraljo, are en- - vades us, releases our city-acquired men 1° the woods taking advantage
Presidents and Soldiers.
yesterday for a week's stay before tertaining Hr. and Mrs. W. B. Short, ! dignity and with a leap and a shout,
some of tine late trout fishing i”
Washington, Monroe and Jackson
wo give way completely to our prim- [foe ponds and lakes.
were soldiers in the Revolutionary
caper I Several guides who returned to
.MiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiimMiuiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiii!iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHmitmiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiimittiiiiii!iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimjiimtiiiiP!iii i, mi,:, 'Rive selves and frolic and
war: Jackson. W. H. Harrison. Tyler*
about in a delightful spirit of relaxu- Dowel] several days ago irr.m the Taylor and Buchanan in the War of
jjon
Machias River Country' said that 1812-15; Lincoln in the Black Hawk
At this season of the year, every’ ^
saw some mo- se but few deer war; Taylor, Pierce and Grant in th©
eye in all of Bportdom is centered j :!1 the woods near where they were Mexican war: Grant, Hayes. Garfield,
upon Maine, for it is Maine that ] operating.
Birds were said to be Arthur, B. Harrison and McKinley in
very plentiful in tie
Washington the Civil war, anil Roosevelt was
opens
the
fisl
ing
season
in
the
A fine set o f sporting camps in one of Maine’s best 1
it is no uncommon the war with Spain.
months cf April and it is Maine that j County woods,
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- 1 likewise commences the shooting in IS1U t to see a brace of partridge
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
the fall.
As early as August 15. with heads stretched far forward,
Pine
while still the summer suns slant S^!|P acri ss a main road in front of ries a Fresh W h i f f of the
T
r
e
e
State
w
ith
it.
W
h
y
Not
Sub
earthward, one may frequently dis- a Passing team.
tinguis.h the tweet-tweet-tweet of that j Deed: nuts are much in evidence scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
tall migrator.— the winter yellowleg *•'e eastern and northern portions cf the Year.
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
plover.
It is on the outer islands |Muirie t is year and partridge are to
from the great mainland or along ^e found in the many berry pastures
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
the sand spits near the beaches, or, or in t! e wTld berry bushes growing
H I S is a very in
possibly upon the great salt marshes in the forest.
terestin g an d in
While moose are protected in Pe
that these birds frequent.
The
stru ctiv e b o o k on m ak
PHILLIPS,
^
MAINE
boom cf the fowler’s gun echoes a- nobscot County, at least its eviden in g cabin b o a ts, c a n oes , I
cross the vast area-s of salty marsh ces are to be seen on the lakes. The row b oa ts, etc. It tells |
that the tall bull rushes and lily pads 'n teh o f the v a riou s stream s
.rl11111111111111111111!I!1111J|II1!1111111} 1111111)|1111111itM1111111II]111111It1111111111111i11J11111]111111]111II|U11111M111!!11111111111111111111111111111II1[11U111UU111111U11!Itl IIII11II1111It 111! I|T land, and brings to mind
o n e can trip pn with a
season is advancing and larger and coves are to be found with heads cabin b oa t, h o w to
clipped
off
proving
conclusively
that
swifter birds are a-wing. Duck are
eq u ip fo r su ch a trip,
this season of the year usually ti e moose have been busy among what to w ear an d eat,
sweeping u,p the coasts and
the Diem.
Deer tracks are found on c o s t o f a tw o m o n th ’s
trip. It g iv e s d escrip 
flights are wrell on by the middle of evcry side of the woods.
tion s an d
diagram s, II
____________
October.
— ——
p h o to g ra p h s anil ch a p ters on con stru ction ,
Next in season, comes that regal | Figuring even more conspicuously w hen to floa t, w hen and w h ere to land and
oth er u sefu l hints. B o o k is c o m p ile d of
darked plumed, king of the wild w o o d ,iTl the life of th. e huntsman
t’ a n fa
cts a n d ob serv a tion s m ade by the author.
strutting down his favorite ‘‘drum- any other element that might be It c on ta in s 267 p a g e?, o v e r 40 illustrations
Pi ing log,” the ruffed grouse
com suggested i*s bis faithful and con an d diagram s, 32 ch ap ters as follo w s:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
monly called partridge, while his stant companion—-the dog.
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. How tu
Build
a Cabin Boat. I he Cabin Beat’s Equipment,
Be
it
a
setter,
pointer,
beagle
or
much sought
running mate,—the
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and Ends of
woodcock, preens bis plump body water spaniel lie is the embodiment Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cabin
with a lengthy bill as he hides be of love and fervent devotion to bis Boat Expenses. Cabin Hosting Waters. Maps and
Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
side the brooklet, just within the master, carrying out with dispatch, Landing
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
the will of bis owner, thereby con and Some Rope Hints. Land nes, Troubles. Car»
aider’s edge.
o f the Boat. Ways o f Making Money. On Making
The reconnoiterer who is early stantly strengthening the love of Inis Notes. Land Hints. Photographing. Came an iM
Mr. and Mrs. Burns of New
York afield in search of “ likely covers’’
and a bridal couple, Mr. and Mrs. for the opening day, finds his setter
Chas. Burner of New York, who ar at point, in the most rigid form. A
rived cm Friday to spend their honey quivering statue with sensitive nose
receiving the “ scent” of the hiding
moon.
No gun reposes in the hand
H. L. Welch has now on
hand bird.
over 200 trout and saJmon to mount of the alert man behind the deg and
for customers which is more than he gives the order to his faithful
Le has ever had any other season companion to ‘‘go in” and “ put him
and he will have a busy winter in j up.” With a will, the canine heeds
the words of his master and the next
his workshop.
with a startling roar and almost
from under the nose of the dog up
goes the partridge followed by an
other and several others.
Down by
the side of the brooklet the hiding
woodcock and her family are next
“ flushed” and with a great
Whirr
and the swift, whistling of
wings
Local Hunters Own Fine Dogs—
they speed oijf at' the tops of the
Bird Season Promising. .
sheltering trees.
On the return through the fields
The announcement of
the fact as the night clouds arp gathering,
that deer and birds are more plen casting a twilight tint over afll na
tiful than usual in the Maine woods, ture, the. dog suddenly ‘‘freezes1” in
has a wonderful impression on the to a rigid point with forefoot raised
average true sportsman and etimu- daintily, arresting the descending
lates the instant
investigation of Istep
masterAt the eomfirearms and general hunting equip inancl to put them up, the setter en-

GAME PLENTIFUL
ALL OVER MAINE

CLOSES AFTER
FINE SEASON

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

A REAL BARGAIN

)

$ 3 ,0 0 0

j

MAINE WOODS,

T

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Amusements. Books. Trapper’s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
-

-T-

Y ou n g
w om a n
g o in g
t*
B oston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
an y lady g o in g to B o s to n fo r
p le a s u re o r on a sho p p in g
t r i p w i t h o u t m a ls s s c o rt w ill
find th s

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

Name —
Address
State -

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h t f u l p la c e to sto p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h s h e a r t of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 r o o m s , s a fe , c o m 
fo r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
t ic u la r s a n d p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass,

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Main©.

TAXIDERMISTS
u. W. PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Taeklfc,
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
RANGfeLEY.
.
.
M A IN !

“ Monmouth Moccasins’*
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumhenreu
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,

Monmouth.

.

.

.

MajM
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THE COLES NOT
TO RETURN IN 1916

saw bruin in a clearing about a quar Rafteir—20, 12, 17, 17.
ter olf a mile away.
Wondering Labhrop— 18, 13, IS, 16.
whose cattle had invaded liis claim, Martin—17, 10, 10, 20.
he took his rifle and started to see Goldsmith— 15, 12, 17, 18.
wh at brand, if any, was on the cow, Woodbury— 14, 10, 17, 15.
a
and
he then came to the conclusion Perry—19, 13, 18, 23.
Mrs. Partridge Will Have Nicep must have been a wild animal of Nivispn— 4.
some kind.
Trophy to Take Home.
In the soft mud near by toe found
STEEL TRAPS
the tracks of a large bear, larger
(Special CorreSDpndence.)
than any that he had ever before
T A E S C R IB E S the
Mingo Springs, Rangeley
Lake, seen.
U
various makes
The traces led down the trail
land tells how to use
September 24.—To-day
this
hotel to the river bottom.
He
walked
Real to b a cco flavor depends upon the lea f being pre
jthem. Also chapters
closes, having entertained
more slowly along the trail until near the
on care of pelts, etc.
served in its natural state, possible only b y pressing the
people than ever before in a sea river.
This book contains
Here he came upon bruin
leaves into plug form and keeping it in b y coverin g it
son.
The many friends all over the busily engaged in eating berries that
g-fj Im a ges, 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
with a natural lea f w rapper. T h e natural flavor and
country of Mt . and Mrs. C. A. Cole,' grew beside the trail.
printed on good qual
who for two years have enjoyed their
strength o f to b a cco escape w h e n cu t or granulated.
Tokala fired two shots, the first
ity heavy paper. Just
hospitality, regret to learn that they eutering the animal’s neck, and the
the book that trappers
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thorough ly dried
have long needed.
will net return next year, and second entering its brain. The bear
Gives the history of
out so that w h en y o u whittle it o ff it crum bles into dust,
at present it is not known who dressed over five hundred pounds;
KAnj steel traps, how made,
but it will b u m and sm oke sm ooth and co o l as it has all
will have the place.
Mr. and Mrs. the flesh was enjoyed by numerous
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
Cole are to return to South. Paris homesteaders of the upper Nelialem
« f its original to b a cco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
structions on where and how to set. This
this week via the chain of lakes River.
Plug F orm .
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
and Dixville Notch and are talking of
Old hunters say there have been
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, am ply repaid
leasing a southern hotel for the several bear killed here that were a Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
winter.
Wherever they go the good cross between the cinnamon and the Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
wishes of a host of patrons and black, but this is the first thorohred Tree
judgje for yourself.
Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
friends will follow them.
cinnamon bear ever killed, to their Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Patridge will knowledge, in Clatsop County.
to .Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
close their beautiful summer home
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
on Mingo Hill next week and
as
Bait; Scent and, Decoy; Human Scent and
utual spend the winter at Southern
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Pines, S. C., where they have a de
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
lightful winter home.
Mrs. Patridge
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
yesterday aftjertnoefa
in
Hunters’
Animal to Market; ‘Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Cove had the pleasure of catching a
Price, Poitpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents.
2 y2 pound trout on a Montreal fly. Mrs. Ellis Recovering from Illness
The fish was a gamy one hut the
—Camp Haverhill Closed.
CANADIAN WILDS
fair angler handled him with much
ells
about the
skill, and as he is being mounted by
(Special Correspondence.)
Hudson Bay ComH. L. Welch will be a handsome
Bald Mountain Camps, MooselookIpany; Northern Indians
trophy.
Mrs. Patridge also caught meguntic Lake, Sept. 26.—The guests
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
a number of pound trout.
still linger and several parties are
ll’rovisions f o r t h e
er in a hollow square; build the fi.re
The big salmon which has for coming next week.
Wilderness, Things to
i inside or place massive pine knots on several years been seen in the cove,
The many friends of Mins. Amos
Avoid, etc., etc. The
! top of it, xand watch the great pile is again giving free exhibitions and
author (Martin Hunter)
Ellis will he happy to learn she is
smoulder and blaze like a mammoth those who have seen him recently
was with the Hudson
fast recovering from her recent ill
Bay Company for about
“ signal” fire of the Indians, warning are sure he weighs not less than 8
ness, and now able to sit up part of
...stop— re— 40 years—from 1863 to
1the settlers that the tribes were a- or 10 pounds.
1903 and the informathe time, but has not yet been out
The Flame Fairies Are Always gain on the warpath.
® * ^ ^ ^ ^ t i o n is given from al
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. D. Carter of of Sunset Camp.
most a half century’s
Ready to Be Coaxed Into
Portland who have had one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Clark of North experience. This book contains 277 pages,
The ‘‘Burning of Rome” is an ar- camps for the past month will be the Attleboro, Mass., have closed Camp thirty-seven chapters as follows:
Being.
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader"
Haverhill for the season and return Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North. Provis
I'stic and realistic conception for a last guests to leave.
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Mrs.
J.
L.
McLain
of
Montclair,
N.
ed home by auto to-day.
campfire, and one which children will
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
By Eva M. Furbush
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Wallon and Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
thoroughly enjoy, if you tell them J., who has been here for two
Indian Mode o f Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
the story of old Rome, and Emperor months is to spend a few days at daughter, Miss Wallon of Newton, Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
a Otter
Place the largest pine knots Oakes’ Camps, for while in this re Mass., left this morning after
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Cut about twenty green limbs of Nero.
Shooting
Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
blrcli or other wood, two feet in you can find all around the inside gion she has been free from , hay most delightful stay of three weeks. The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
fever
and
like
many
others
cannot
of
Nerve.
Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Heintz
of
length, and place them in the stone of the fireplace.. Pile more of them
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
return
to
their
city
homes
until
Winchester,
Mass.,
who
came
in
their
across
the
top,
making
as
iairge
a
Bear
in
the
Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
fireplace wfhich you have made in
Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
touring car greatly enjoyed their two Eyed
When the en October.
front of the tent, in the shape of a stack as possible.
sary. A Heroic Adven ure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Mr. and Mrs. S. Pratzfeld of New weeks’ stay and plan to come next Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
hollow square.
In the center of tire mass gets to blazing, the flames
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents
y
these build a snappy fire of dried will leap high into the air, and a.s York returned home Monday, after season.
a
two
weeks'
stay.
Messrs.
H.
Hirst,
J.
Waner
and
D.
sumach bushes or place a glowing the camp circle gazes into the fiery
The Katz party returned to New Mallory of Mardian, Penn., have been CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
pine knot inside.
Cover the top depths, it will not be very hard 'to
York
on Thursday and a number of here for a few days’ fishing trip.
Rome
with green limbs and the whole wtill imagine the picture of old
H IS is one of the
others
this week started homeward.
m o s t practical"^
Miss Miriam and Miss Lucille HunW
laills
form an acceptable ‘‘log cabin” ; the when its palaces and castle
Miss Grace and Miss
Gertrude toon of Rangeley are visiting their books on woodcraft
camp circle can gather round and j were a mass of seething embens,
ever written contain
watch the fire steal in and around i lighting the heavens with the glow Smith return to their home in North grandmother, Mrs. Ellis this week,
ing valuable informa
Anson this week.
i P. A. Currie, H. Hart and M. K. tion for all lovers of
the structure and imagine an Indian of a dying city.
Closed for the season of 1915 is Sessler of New York returned home the great outdoors.
attack on some old settler’s home,
Mingo
Springs and it is not
yet this morning having greatly enjoyed The author of this
long years ago.
A “Jack Straw” campfire is simp known who will be the proprietor in this their first visit, and they were book has spent years
in the woods, so
ly made by piling a load of small 11916.
so charmed with Bald Mountain knows what is want
A “ Stockade” Campfire may be sticks together, hit or miss fash-1
Camps they plan to return and bring ed by the woodsmen,
built by pounding about ten or ion, and
mountain men, pros
then,
with
a long !
others with them.
pectors, trappers and
twenty green limbs down into the green limb, try to remove a burn- I
This has been a most prosperous the hardy outdoor people in general. It
ground in the fireplace close togeth- ing stick without putting the fire
summer at Bald Mountain Camps and contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
out by making' the others fall flat 1
they will be kept open for a part Thdre are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
so that they will smoulder.
of October.
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,

When Y ou W a n t a Thing P o n e
R IG H T , Do It Y O U R S E L F

3 O unces

Slice it as
you use
it

CAMPS TO KEEP
OPEN PART OF OCT.

T

ARTISTIC

CAMPFIRES

T

j MANY

TO TAKE
ST. JOHN TRIP

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY

LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
FARMINGTON Passeng-er Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
6.15 P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
11.00 A. M.
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington
at 6.23
M. and 1 37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
and for Bigelow at 5.50 P. M. Passenger tiains
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 6.47
P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips a t 3.45 A . M.
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
6.15 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
ington at 2 15 P. M.
*
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4E P. M,
and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Trdin leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD Passenger Train loaves for Bigelow
at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
12.40 P. M.
.
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves fo r Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and arrives at 7.28 P. Jft. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 7.28 P. M.
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A . M. and 7.35
P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley a , 10.50 A.
M. Phillips 12.25 P. M. Strong 12 47 P. M.,
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
p ve.Farmington at 1.50 P- M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
P. M,

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

(Special to Maine Woods.)

An “ Old Soldier” Campfire is made
by driving into the ground twenty or
thirty tall green limbs that burn
s'owtly, with one big limb in front
for a general, the others for aides,
etc,,—then, the dry sticks may be
placed all around the tall ones and
as they blaze up threateningly, and
the hot rocks snap into Like
gun
s iota, one can imagine war times
when the enemy closes in on all
sides, and the soldiers bravely with
stand shot and shell until the last
man shall fall.
An ‘‘Independence Day” Campfire
is the finest of all, and the delight
t.f the big and little American Boy
camper.
Just before making this,
place red fire at points of advantage,
around among the trees; light the
siicks, aud watch the red glow of
freedom steal far oiit into the dark
ness of the forest, lighting up the
humblest leaf and flower, and blade
<£ grass with its glorious message;
then, place around among the trees,
in the ground, several good long
sparklers; hang some of them from
the- bong'lls overhead; give some to
the campers to bold, and the “ stars”
and “ stripes” of Old Glory
wiilJ
seem to be alive again, as the party
watches them bum.
A few snap
crackers, placed in. one of the small
tov cannon-holders, for this purpose,
will make the ‘‘noise” necessary to
celebrate right1 Then,—'after all tb
fireworks are over, light the bonfire
of freedom, and you’ll say it never
burned so grandly as in front
of
your old tent.

Ghesuneaok, Sept. 27.—The follow
ing, en route for the St. Joilm River
trip, registered at the Grindell House
recently:
Mrs. B. Frank
Clapp,
Algernon Clapp, Philadelphia; Ghas.
Nelson, Clarence Morris, Joe Caro,
Kineo; J. S. McCallister, J. Clarkson,
Bangor; Francis Dougherty,
Mike
St Thomas, Old Town; Rosmer Deveraux, Castine; Hans Huber, New
York; Ambrose Budge, Brownviile;
Mr. and Mrs. Ctoas. L. Curtis, Phila
delphia; Beach Barrett, New York;
Luke Allen, Harry Johnston, James
Marron, Kineo; Chas. McLeod, Ban
gor; Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Sheldon,
New Haven, Conn.; William Ca idea-,
Bert Fowler, Kineo; T. S. Woolsey,
New Haven; Geo.
Woolsey, New
York; Horace Priest, Manfred Priest,
Sangerville; Charley Nicholas, Joe
Bour bard, Kineo; Palmer Langdon,
New York; Sumner Robinson, West
Newton, Mass.; C. B. McKinney, Au
burn, Me.; Arthur Eastman, James
Moro, Kineo.
BIG

C IN N A M O N BEAR S L A IN
O R E G O N IA N .

BY

First of This Species to Be Killed
in Coast Mountains, Say OldTimers.

Seaside, Ore.— On the north fork
of the Nepal em River, about a halfmile from Hamlet postoffiice, August
Tokala killed a large cinnamon bear.
Mr. Tokala believes this to he the
first cinnamon hear ever killed
In
the coast range mountains.
Tokala was milking when he first

Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making. Skis. Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Gardiner, Me., Sept. 24.—The week Travel,
Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
ly shoot of the Gardiner Gun Club Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
was held last week on Friday instead Plides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
G A R D IN F R GUN C L U B
HO L DS
W E E K L Y S H O O T — T H E SCORES
MADE.

of Tuesday, at the traps at West
Gardiner.
There was a good atten
dance and sicores made were as a
rule good.
Each event was 25 birds
per man.
Tllie scores:
Flies—19, 21, 18, 17.

HUNTING DOGS
in a
practical man
ner, the training,
handling, treatment,
breeds, etc., best
adapted ’for n i g h t
hunting, hs well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

D

e s c r ib e s

Part 1-H u n tin g Dogs. Night Hunting, The
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting, Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part. 2—Breed
ing and Cat e o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints. Ail
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tongtiers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, Houseand Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms,

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Gents.

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents, '

SCIENCE OF FISHING
----------- r P l l F most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
SCIENCE OF
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for ■ those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
-■ <1 3 .1t
and HOW, W H EN
w; r
t
and W II E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K I N 1) of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Wets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents

Send all orders to

M AINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S ,

________________ M A I N E

of the above
Special Offer books
&& one
and Outing Edition
of M A IN E WOODS one year, $1.2 <;

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

IN AND ABOUT

M AIN E W O O D S
ISSUED WEEKLY
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Teel that it may he their turn next to
irritate him. One cannot enjoy free
dom of conversation when someone is
watching for slights. How much bet
ter it would be in the first place to
say, “ He meant no offense,” or “ Per
haps he has troubles of his own that
make him negligent.” Better first look
fairly at one’s own conduct and see
if every word or every act will bear
being weighed in the balance. Life
is too short and too valuable to be
wasted in useless dissension. Think
the best and speak the best you can
of everyone. You will be the better
for it and the happier.—Milwaukee
Journal.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

Miss Edith Hunter, who has been
During alterations and additions to
Timie to stciok up on heavy under
their present building the Phillips employed as waitress at the Rangeley
wear at D. F. Hoyt’s.
National Bank will be located in Beal Lake House the past summer has re
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager Block in the rooms over the stores turned to Phillips.
All kinds of Caribou yarns at C.
cf C. F. Ohamdler & Son and Cony j Miss Gladys Morton lias returned
M. Hioyt’s.
O U T IH G E D IT IO N
from Mingo Springs, where she has
M. Hoyt.
pages ........................................... <• * 1.00 per year j
been
employed this summer.
Mrs.
Octavia
Badger
wishes
to
LOCAL EDITION
Some tiding handsome in the rolled
Arthur Graffaui lias been chosen
U and 16 pagrea ................................. J1.50 per year thank the friends who so kindly re
gold plate chains and pendants
at
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub membered her on her birthday with a a delegate to the Farmers’ National
scription SO cents extra. Foreign subscription
A. G. Oronkhite’s.
post card shower.
There were 81 Congress to be held in Omaha, Neb.,
f cents extra.
cards.
It was a great surprise and September 28th to October 1.
Miss Laura Libby has gene
to
C. F. Chandler <fc Son have just re
She also
Jtniered as second class matter. January 2L very much appreciated.
1909. at the postoflftce at Phillips. Maine, under wishes to thank all those who have Saranac Lake, N. Y., where she has JAPANESE
TREE A WONDER ceived a nice new lot of art
the Arst o f March 3. 1879.
squares and rugs.
so generously sent flowers through accepted a position as teacher.
Dr. ,W. J. Carter plans to start Puts Forth Immense Orange Which
the
summer.
T a j Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Develops Into the Shape of the
Mrs. Francis Farnham has returned j next week for Fhillipsburg, Montana,
There are many comforts from a
state o* Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, CampHuman Hand.
ad and Outing news, and the Franklin county from her visit with her brother.
j to join his wife who has been with
wood fire that you do not find with
oeally.
Misses Evelyn Cal den and Merta ; her parents for several weeks. DurThe Phillips Hardware Co,
In Japan grows an immense orange, coal.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
Doe have returned'from/ The Barker,
bis absence lie will have Mr. the shape of the human hand, from has a first-class Glen wood wood stove
and game photographs from its readers.
Harvard in which fact it derives its name, “ the in stock.
When ordering the address o ‘ your paper where they have been employed this Briggs, a graduate from
Look them over before
hanged, please give the old as well as new summer.
charge cf liis office.
He plans to five-fingered orange.” Some of the you buy your stove fibis fall.
d dress.
largest of the matured fruit measure
Mrs. E. B. Currier, past noble be away for several weeks.
4
C. M. Hoyt is having the basement eleven inches from stem to tip of the
grand
c,f
Hope
Rebekah
lodge,
was
School children attention. You cun
T H U R S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 30, 1915.
chosen a delegate to attend the Re- of his store finished o ff hind will middle finger. Naturalists say the find all kinds of school .supplies at
bekak Assembly in Portland, Oct use it for part of his stock of dry fruit has been developed Into its pres the store of Edgar R. Tootiliaker.
goods as bis present quarters. are ent shape by mimicry aiming at self
ober 19til.
protection.
; Nice line of low priced ready-toMrs. Thomas Allen, who has been not ample for 'his business. A ce
As if further to protect its singu
ment
floor
has
been
laid
and
beaver
wear hats at Sedgeley & Company’s.
with her parents, Hen. and Airs. |ST.
larly delicious fruit, the tree’s twisted,
P. Noble for several weeks, left board is being used for the walls. gnarled branches are so entangled
See the samples Henry W. True
Phillips last Saturday for Rochester, Maurice Tcothaker is doing the car with the trunk that it is impossible
penter work.
to find two inches of stem growing in is showing for a fall suit at $11.40.
N. Y., where Mr. Allen is located.
School Closes for Farmington Fair
At a recent reception tendered the the same direction. The tree seldom
The teachers from out of town
A new line of hats can be found
who are teaching in the village Past Noble Grands of Charity Re- grows more than six feet high and
and Many from Town
schools this fall are Mr. Moulton cf bt kali Lodge of Farmington, the plat sends out a multitude of long, hard at the store of Mrs. B. M. Perkins
Attend.
were needle-pointed thorns.
the latter part of this week.
A ll
Jay, principal in the Grammar de cards used for the banquet
When in bloom this ugly tree is an i the latest styles will be displayed.
partment, Miss Cutler, assistant in tastily designed and made by Miss
immense bouquet of the most beauti
the Grammar and music teacher and ; Helen Holman of Jay.
(Special Correspondence.)
ful and fragrant blossoms, like those
Miss Grant, assistant in the High
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur of Min- of the ordinary orange tree and a par
A new line of Waterman Ideal
Strong’, September 29.—Mrs. Har
school.
They are
boarding with j neapolis, Minn., have bought a home ticularly lovely pink blush color.
Fountain pens .ju st in.
None betry Chandler was quite ill
several
and
Miss Luette Timherlake and Mr. at 2744 Fremont Avle., South,,
Floyd E. Parker.
The flowers, which make their ap ' ter.
days last week.
from pearance in June or July, grow in
Moulton lias a room at Mrs. J. W. are- moving there this week
Gertrude, little daughter of Mir. Brackett’s.
clusters of two or three blossoms. The
Order cue day ahead at George
The other teachers are Bryant Ave., South.
and Mrs. Merten Hellier, who has the same as formerly with the excep
Miss Ruth Turner of New Vineyard fruit is lemon-yellow, growing green Bean's and you can get nice veget
been very ill the past week is mu chi tion of Miss Kathleen Noble who is is teaching in the Worthley district ish towards the stem.
ables fresth from the garden for a
better.
now in charge of the Primary school. iii Avon and is boarding with Mrs.
good old New England boiled dinner.
Lepers Allowed to Mate.
Mirs. Belle Knowlton was in town This is Miss Noble’s first term1 but Fred Wells.
The Russian Medical council has
F. A. Cole of Boston, of the Phil
calling on friends Tuesday of this she has been a substitute
several
All are glad to have Batchelder’s
week.
She is spending a few days times and lias been much liked by lips Water Company, has been in given permission for lepers to marry Bakery open again for business. The
with each other, but not with healthy
with her Sion, Ralph Knowlton and the pupils and we predict that she towm superintending the installing of
mates. The Lancet remarks that as usual fine line of ccoked food con
family en route to her home in will be very popular and efficient the new hydrant which was voted at the birth-rate among lepers is very stantly on hand.
JL
Brunswick.
iii this position.
Principal F. M. the last corporation to be placed on low, the percentage of infant leprosy
B IR T H fe .
C. V. Starbtrd passed away Sun Hammond and Miss Lura H. Denni- Amble street near the residence cf is only about five per cent. But, it
adds, “ it is imperative that arrange
day evening at 11.40 p. m., after an sen will be found in the High sohoc! M. W. Harden.
Haverhill, Maas., Sept. 11, to Mr.
illness of six weeks.
Funeral ser Miss Emma Russell in the Intermed- ; The Iiigh wind of Sunday night and ments be made in advance, and the
vices will be held Thursday after iate and Mrs. C. Nell Parker in the Monday made havoc of the telephone reasons carefully explained before and Mrs. Archie McKeen, a son.
in comven- hand to the leprous parents, to re (Philip Golder).
wires and caused much
noon.
A private funeral at the sub-Primary.
move at once any newly born infant
The
farm
buildings
occupied
by
iei.ee
and
annoyance.
—
house at 1 o’clock and a public
from the custody of its mother to a
C A R D OF T H A N K S .
funeral at the Methodist church at Augustus Weston and son, Alfred, j . The Sandy River & Rangeley Lake distant home provided by the authori
2 o’clock.
A more extended notice situated about a mils and a half j morning trains carried over 300 to ties where the child may grow up
of this worthy man’s life will be from this village on the Valley road, •the Farmington Fair.
We wish to express our sincere ap
without danger of acquiring the infec
were totally destroyed by fire Fri- ;
— _ _ _ _ _ _ ----------tion from its maternal parent.”
given next week.
preciation of the love and sympathy
For leprosy is not believed to be extended to us in cur hour of trouble.
The cause of the j
Mrs. Atherton Ross of Rangeley day evening.
MOROSE
MAN
LOSES
FRIENDS
hereditary, but the intimate contact Mr. and Mrs. Nate Ellis and family.
fire
is
unknown
but
as
it
started
in
was a caller in town the first of the
between a mother and a nursing baby
the hay loft and no one "was at the
week.
Serious Error Is the Habit of Takin g is the surest means of conveying the
barn after dark, it iis supposed that
S U B S C R I B E N O W FOR M A I N E
Offense When Nothing of the
Mr. Maxwell and daughter, Miss
infection.
it caught from the hay heating. A
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
Kind Is Intended.
Lula Maxwell of
Lewiston were
ecod part of the furniture and cloth
..........................
■
.
, .
=5
guests of Mir. and Mrs. Dan Leigh
ing was taken frem tine house, be
Some persons are always In an un M E T H O D I S T E P I S C O P A L C H U R C H
ton several days recently.
S C H O O L S M A Y BAR C H IL D R E N .
fore that got fire.
Both of
the comfortable frame of mind if not downBessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Cornmcn colds -are contagious and
Large crowds attended the Far men are employed on the Elustis ( right unhappy. And this even when
Sunday, October 3.— Morning wor boards of health in many cities are
mington fair each day. Schools were Railroad, the son’s wife and
there
is
not
any
real
cause
for
unhap
two
Sermon—A Genuine considering barring
closed Wednesday to give the pupiils small chiildr,on and hiis brother and piness or grief, but when small of ship, 10.45.
children with
Sunday school, 12. colds from school.
fenses or negligences to which no Revival—Prayer.
an opportunity to attend.
Foley’s
Honey
sister beimg the only ones at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drew and As there was no way to get any second thought should be given are Epworth League, 7. Subject, “ The and Tar is an cld and reliable fam
Mr. and Mrs. Seldom Macomiber of water, the means cf flighting the fire magnified. The more one allows his Vindication of a Heroic Life.” Lead ily medicine and frees children from
mind to dwell on these things, the er, Mrs. Abel Bunnell. Union prayer
Guilford and Mrs. A. H. Bradford of were very small.
coughs, colds, croup and whoopdnf
Quite a number greater he finds them. He views him
meeting at the Federated
church, cough.
West Farmington were guests
of went from the village by auto
Parents may save trouble
as self as being always in the right, and
7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A.
Bradford soon as they learned of the
by
giving
before school
open
fire. recounts the favors he has bestowed, j
Thursday, October 7.— Union pmay- Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
Sunday.
The families are stopping for the These so occupy him he forgets favofs
Ejimer Walker is suffering from in present at Maurice Toothaker’s. It received. With this disposition, a man er meeting at the Federated church,
fection in hiis hand, caused by is understood there is some Insur seldom stops at nursing his wrong 7.30.
thoughts in his own mind. He talks
scratching it with a wire.
ance.
of them to others, presenting the char
FEDERATED CHURCH.
Mrs. C. B. Richardson
remains
The fall change of time on
the
quit© ill. She is cared for by Mrs. Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rank acter of one with whom he is offended
in a -wrong light, thereby doing an in
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Mrs. B. M. Perkins, with
Ray Lisherness of Stratton.
Her •road went into effect last Sunday,
justice. He is so filled with bitter
Calendar for week ending October
many friends hope for her speedy September 26, and the Sunday train thought of his grievance that his
9.
her trimmer, Miss M. J.
recovery.
will arrive in Phil lips fremi Rangeley gloomy face and dismal tone cast
Sunday,
October
3:
10.45—Morning
Sock Gabriel of Old Town was a ar. 12.23 p. m., departing for
Merrill are in Boston for
Far gloom on those about him. He be worship.
Sermon, ‘‘My
Father’s
caller in town one day last week en mington at 12.25 p. m.„ returning it comes so morose that his company is
12.10— Sunday
school.
FALL STYLES
„ ...
.
„
„
.
_ , 0 i disagreeable. Others, observing his Business.”
route for Dead River.
will arrive from t armungton at 2.43 j ,. “ ...
, .. . ,
’
.
i
to- take offense quickly, 7.30— Union service.
p. m., departing for Rangeley at 2.45 |
_ - - - ■
Monday, October 4: 7.30—Business and will be in Phillips with
Lemon in W ater.
p. m.
The reguRtr week day trains -----——---------------------------- — —---------- meeting of Federated church.
all the latest creations in
, Take a lemon and cut it in two and are as follows under the new sched
Thursday, October 7: 7.30—Union
squeeze the juice into the dishwater.
MILLINERY
prayer meeting.
You will need no soap. The lemon ule: • Tl.e morning train leaves at
noon
will cut all grease and in a few days' 6.00 a. m., for Farmington;
on and a fte r.
time the silver, siteh as knives, forks train arrives from Farmington at
to S U B S C R IB E N O W FOR M A IN E
and spoons, will become bright as 12.55 p. m., the neon train arrives
WED., SEPT, 15. 19L5.
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
new.
from1 Rangeley at 12.20 p. m., the
afternoon train leaves for Farmington at 1.15 p. m., and the night train
arrives from Farmington at 6.10 p.
m., leaving for Rangeley at 6.15 p.
The fall and winter samples have arrived. Before
ni.
The freight train service will
be the same as at present.
you place your order for a suit come in and see what I
Phillips, M a i n e _______ !

RESPECTED MAN
PASSES AWAY |

ANNOUNCEMENT

EXCURSION TO
BOSTON
MONDAY, OCT. 4.

A new line of the Sleepmeter
and Turnout

Tickets good for return Oct. 11

A L A R M CLOCKS
at

ROUND TRIP FARE
Strong,
Salem,
Kingfield,
Carrabasset,

$6.60 Bigelow’,
7.00 Phillips,
7.35 Rangeley,
7.85
F.

$3.15
7.001
S 50

N. BEAL,
General Manager,

A. G. CRONKHITE’S,
P H IL L IP S . M E.

Just what you need to turn
you out these cold mornings.
Price only $1.00.

t’s a waste of time
worry along with incom
petent help w hen an
army of ; good material
awaits you among the
readers of the classified
columns.
C[The want ads— next
to the telephone— are
the necessary lieutenants
of the modern, busy busi
ness man.

FALL SUITS

can do for you. A pure all wool worsted suit cut to your
individual measure and a perfect fit guaranteed for

$ 11.40
AT

H E N R Y T R U E ’S

I

Magazines not in stock will be ordered promptly.
Subscriptions for the Boston papers for the month or
year.
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , SEPTEM BER

30, 1915.

Mrs. C. O. Record recently made a
trip to Carrabasset,
accompanied
by bar brother, William Bates of
Auburn.
Miss Jennie Gravilen and sister,
Josephine yieited their sister, Mrs.
Otis Gould and family several days
last week.
The little daughter of Mr.
and
Mrs. Galen Lambert has been suffer
ing with the measles, tut she is
much better at this writing.
Otis Gould lias several teams haul
ing sweet corn to the Farmington
factory for him.
Arthur Merrill is hauling
swfeet
coni for John Ranger.

Tihe many friends of sweet little
O B ITU A R Y .
Mrs. G. L. Kempton, Miss
Alice
Sweet ser, Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mr,
Miss June EUlis of Lakeview Farm,
One cent a word In advance. No headline or
JU N E E L LIS
and Mrs. W. F. Oakes, wreath, pink
who takes her dinner 1 ere when at
other dial)lay. Subjects in a. b. c. order
and white flowers; Tavern employ
tending school, have missed her the
ees, wreath, pink and white
rose
(Special to Maine Woods.)
last week and wiT.ll regret to learn of
JTOR SA L E OR EXCHANGE-—Young,
her illness and that she has
this
Rang ©ley, Se(pt ember 29—The com buds, witlr white ribbon bow, with
*ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
week been operated on for appendici munity was saddened to learn of the “ June” oin ribbon; Mr. and Mrs. W
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Quirnby, carnations, pink an4
tis, and all hope for a quick recov death of June, the youngest daugh D
Phillips, Me.
ery.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Ellis, white; Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Mathieswhich took place at tike family heme on, white carnations and ferns, tied
with white ribbon; Mrs. Nelson, dah
FOR SALE—Desirable Ik use lots in
PLAN FOR SOIL IMPROVEMENT Friday about midnight following a lias; Miss Rena Tibbetts, white can
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
critical surgical operation.
Every
dy tuft, tied with white," Luicile Hun
Experiment Fields Help to Determine thing possible that human hands
could do was done for the little pat ter, lavender and white stocks, tied
I caught 6 foxes in one trap in
Best Order of Application of the
with white; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rid
ient but to no purpose.
Materials Needed.
one night, another 5 muskrat, anoth
Of an unusually sunny disposition dle, white carnations, tied with
er 7 skunks.
Stamp for particulars.
(.By DR. C. G. H O P K IN S. Illinois E x  she made friends quickly and was a white; Mrs. Clias. W. Barrett, dah
E. L. Bowman, West Falmouth, Mass
periment Station.)
lias and asters; Oquossoc Grange,
In an experiment, where no farm great favorite particularly with her
carnations, pink and white; Mr. and
schoolmates.
manure was used, the average yearly
WEST NEW VINEYARD
Funeral services were held from Mrs. K. W. Cakes, rose buds, pink
return from the land itself was $3.75
per acre, while $7 was the return from her late home, Lake View Farm, and white; Mr. and Mrs. John Rusta ton of limestone and $2.65 from 500 Sunday afternoon at two o’clock, sell and family, pink sweet peas;
pounds of phosphate.
Owen Record is working in Lew
IRev. H. A. Childs officiating.
Inter Mrs. Emery Haley, pink asters-; Mr.
In order to reduce the labor in ment at Evergreen cemetery.
ard Mrs. Robert Nile, sweet peas;
iston.
volved, the limestone and phosphate
Mr.
This is the first break in a fam Miss Winnifred Ham, asiters;
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Glen non
and
are actually applied in larger amounts
Enjoyable
Auto
Trip
of
108
Miles.
and
Airs,
Anson
Soule,
dahlias,
deep
family plan to start for California
at less frequent intervals; but thus ily. of 10 children of which she was
The following broth red; Mr. and Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley,
September 28th.
Their many frien 4
far the rates of application have been the youngest.
Clyde, Berne, Reed, Hal, Ray, wreath, pink sweet peas; Air. and
wish them a pleasant journey and
one ton of limestone and 500 pounds ers:
(Special Correspondence.)
Airs. Al.ee Lee, swe-et peas; Mrs. Ed
ttnay they find it the sunny
land
The Tavern, Rargeley, Me., Sep of phosphate per acre for each year, Thayer, Linvvcod, Scott and one sist
ward Handy and children, bouquet
although,
after
the
soil
is
sufficiently
er,
Miss
Faye,
besides
the
parents
they are looking forward to.
tember 21.—“ The rain has right to
enriched, one-half or one-third these and a large circle of relatives and mixed flowers.
Icome cn this date, so let it rain,"
amounts will provide for maintenance. ' friends mourn her passing. She was
was t .e way one Lady comforted herThe principles of permanent im
Iself because she could uot go out provement for most soil types are al j 12 years of agte the 16th of last June S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M AINE
land was a. member of the Interm edfor a walk this afternco^.
ready well established. They include
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
The flowers were many
The travel this way continues good the use of ground limestone for cor j iate school.
T H E LOCAL N E W S .
land uo doubt October will be
one reeling soil and for enrichment in cal and beautiful, testifying to the love
in
which
she
was
held:
Mr.
and
cium;
the
utilization
of
atmospheric
Iof the best months of the season, as
i number have engaged rooms, and nitrogen by proper use of legume |Mrs. N. H. Ellis and family, pillow
MAPS OF MAINE
if the weather is fine there will be crops, the application of phosphorus 1with “June” across, endless chain,
to most soils and the liberation of pot large bunch of pink gladioli; Mr.
RESORTS AND ROADS
many hunting and automobile partash from the inexhaustible supply al and Mrs. Joshua Ellis, pink gladioli;
Iies.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
ready contained in all normal soils.
Mrs. C. C. Stwitzer and son, Olias. On some soils dolomitic limestone Mr. and Mrs. Amos Elliis, Mr. and for maps of the fishing regions of the
Mrs.
Bernard
Ellis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
S. Stwitzer of Brooklyn, N. Y., came should be used in order to provide
ing maps:
|Inst week fer their fourth autumn at both magnesium and calcium; and on R. Rowe, gladioli, deep rose pink; Franklin County’
$ .50
rose
Ra-ngeley.
Mr. Stwitzer has
Her certain abnormal soils, such as classmates and teacher, pink
Somerset County
.50
buds,
tied
with
pink
ribbon;
Mr.
and
swamp
muck
and
residual
sand,
potas
Oxford County
.50
man Huntoon, guide and has coup
Mrs A. L. Robertson and family, Piscataquis County
.50
menced to count the partridges lie sium must also be applied.
.50
The location and character of the bouquet pink and white rose buds; Aroostook County
|shoots.
As they intend to remain
Washington County
.50
various soil types are established by
bouquet Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
until November there will be
a the surveys and analyses, and the soil 1George and Lois Quimiby,
[white
rose
buds;
Pythian
Sisters,
Geological map of Maine
. h5
|hunting story to tell later.
They experiment fields help to determine
R, R. map of Maine
.35
came from heme in their Pierce-Ar the best order of application of the pink and white carnations, tied with Androscoggin County
.35
white ribbon; Miss Miriam Huntcon,
row car via White Mountains.
Mr. materials needed.
Cumberland County
.35
pink
sweet
peas,
tied
with
white
rib
Hancock County
.50
Stwitzer has already driven his car
bon; Mr. aDd Mrs. A. L. Oakes and Kennebec County
.35
over 30,000 miles.
.35
Our First Naval Hero.
family, pink and white carnations, Knox County
H.
H. Downs, claim agent of the
.35
The first naval hero of the United tied with pink ribbon; Norman Hun- Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
New York Central Railroad, who wit
County
.5o
States—now almost forgotten—was toon and Ray Smith, white asters” Penobscot
Waldo County
.35
I is wife and daughter have been en Jeremiah O’Brien, a Maine man,
.3 5
purple York County *
joying a istay of six weeks at the whose racial descent is clearly indi Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Nile,
Tavern regretfully left for home Mon cated by his name. He commanded asters; Mr. Natt Ellis and sen Per
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
day, but were so much, pleased with an American vessel in the first naval cy, basket purple and white flowers
with
dove;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sid
battle
of
the
revolution,
which
was
j their first visit (o this part of the
Phillips.
Maine.
(country plan to ccme next year. On fought near Machias, Me., June 12, Harden, carnations, pink; Air. and
1775.
Some
little
time
before
an
Eng
(Sunday J. B. Mitchell invited Mr.
Having completed a course of in Downs for a ride in his new auto, lish schooner, the Margranetto, was
at Machias, and a number of the peo
struction In his “Get-Rich-Quick Wal and from here they went over to ple of the town, led by Jeremiah
lingford" stories, showing anyone who Sirattcn, then to Kingfield and Far O’Brien and Benjamin Foster, con
follows It how to become wealthy, mington and home via. Phillips, mak spired to capture her. The attempt
was successful, and with O’Brien in
George Randolph Chester now takes ing a run of 108 miles.
H. B. Amber c l Andover principal command, the Margranetto made a
a new turn and shows his audience
voyage to the Bay of Fundy. An Eng
how to be good. In the new serial. of the Grammar school, is boarding lish schooner and tender were sent
here this fall.
“The Ball of Fire,” which we have ar
out to look for the Margranetto, and
Miss A. M. Horne of New York is
when O’Brien returned to Machias he
ranged to publish in installment 'orm,
j here for a men til’s stay which she found them awaiting him. The first
Mr. Chester descants upon the mod greatly enjoys.
naval battle of the United States was
ern tendency toward commercialism
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Banigan, child fought then and there, and O’Brien
In everything, and especially that of and maid of Porto Rice, vvflio came and his men added the schooner and
making a business enterprise of a’ in July are much pleased with the tender to their prizes.
Conducts a first class job printing department
church.
Rangeleys.
Mr. Banigan is now on
Silicon in Miners’ Lungs.
It is a rapidly moving story with the trail with ti e shot g u n , and to
which specializes on Cainp and Hotel work
It is well known that those engaged
a well-defined romance centered large day brought in his first partridge. In
In occupations in which much silily around a beautiful western girl who company with his brother, Carlton cious dust is produced—potters, cer
Banigan of Paterson, N. J., wflio has
visits her uncle in New York city
tain miners, etc.—suffer from a form
been here for a month, last
week
It is one of the best novels Chester 1took a five days’ tramp, making the of lung disease. Dr. McCrae has ana
lyzed the lungs of such cases occurhas ever written and one you should j c ircle via Kennebago into Canada i ing in the Witwatersrand mines in
and home via the chain of lakes.
f fail to read.
South Africa, and has published his
Rev. Cbajles E. Stowe of
New j results in the South African Institute
York, who came the first of
tli.e ! for Medical Research.
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
season,
finds
this
the
best
place
to I He finds that from 2.8 and 9.6
Fox, Cub Bear. Skunk, Mink, j
R accoon, Rabbits, O t t e r , keep free from hay fever that lie has grams of silicon may be present,
B-aver. Lynx and others. |
compared with 0.55 gram in a nor
State sex. price and full des visited,.and has greatly improved.
mal lung. Microscopical examination
cription first letter. Write
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Thompson cf ] of the silicions particles showed them
us before either buying or
selling.
HartlflUd and Mr. and Mrs. C. D. i to be angular, and the majority had a
C. C. GARLAND.
Harris of Camden, while on an auto very small diameter.
Box D 487.
Old Town, Me.
trip through this part of the state
spent Sunday here; also Messrs. JJ.
Familiar to Him.
Gordon Mann and I. W. Scott of
The Coed— “ I don’t see how you can
Gardiner.
read Chaucer so readily. The spelling
R. D., and W. A. Badger of Ports is so queer.’’ The Professor of Eng
mouth, N. H., have returned home, lish—“ I’ve had lots of experience
while examining the sophomores’ pa
after a ten days’ stay.
Chester W. Alden of Boston, wflio pers.”—Harvard Lan’ipoon.
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders, ]
has charge of the extensive lumber
William F. Nye is the great operations in Lang Township makes
THE PLEASURE
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples, i
est authority on refined oils in the
this his headquarters wl:en here cn
world. He was'the first bottler; has his business trips.
Of an Occasional Trip to
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Cook and Mr.
dummies and prices on request.
the largest business and NYOIL
and Mrs. E. J. Beinecke of New Yor
is the best oil he has ever made.
while on an auto trip, spent part of Will Be Greatly Enhanced If 4he
NYOIL
the week here.
HAS NO EQUAL.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Nason of Bos
ton and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Simonds Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
of Portland coming in their car spent
Home During- Your Stay.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica Sunday here.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McAdoo
of House In the City, With All Conven
tion.
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Fort Washington, Penn., Judge and Water and Local and Long Distance
your firearms and your rod. You will
Mrs. L. E. Hitchcock of Cambridge Telephone in All Rooms.
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Mass., came out from Kennebago and Just a step from v ointment Square
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
registered here this week.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25.u. and
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv
Dr. and Mrs. M. S. Goodrich, Miss Take the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f om
Union StationEva Richard sen came over from
Europ' an Plan Only, Rates SI .00 and up.
WM. F. NYE,
WaterviPe and Hon. and Mrs. Fred
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
New Bedford, Mass.
G Kinsman of Augusta, by
auto H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HTMMELEIN.
for a week-end trip.
P ioprieto a.
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AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some Practical Suggestions to Be
Given Maine Woods Readers.
It is the purpose of the writer to
give to the readers of Maine Woods
a series of practical
articles on.
photography. As this first gives my
own experience it will likely be the
least interesting of the series, but
as we all can learn something from
the experiences of others I am
giving this for what it may be worth
to you.
When you know the other
fellow’s mistakes, you can. miss them
entirely and save money, time and
patience.
That is where you profit
by this article.
Prom my early days I had been
a great admirer of good pictures
and especially photos of the outdoor
variety, but through the various ex
periences of life for many
years
I missed owning a camera.
One
reason was that I believed picture
taking took some kind of artistic
skill that was a mystery to me and
then the folks said there was too
much' work ah-out it—took all of
one’s time to make a few pictures.
So the years went by until I was
working in a certain printing office
in Iowa.
One of the young men o.f
the town was a sort of apprentice in
the office,
working after school
hours.
He owned a camera—or at
least he called it one.
I
would
not give over 10 cents for such a
one now.
It had cost $8.00 when
new (at a general merchandise
store.)
I owned a Harrington & Richard
son single barrel shotgun. Boy ard
his friend wanted to go hunting.
Could they borrow my shotgun? Sure
they could.
Then the deed
was
done.
The gun worked fine and the
young sportsmen -were happy. That
was sure a wonderful gun.
It was
*• good reliable gun, in fact.
The
young man would trade me his cam
era for the gun and teach me how to
work it and develop the plates, etc.,
to boot.
So we swapped.
Then under my instructor’s direct
ion I went to the drug store and got
some tall bottles of stuff to make
pictures •with.
One kind was to de
velop out the pictures with and one
was to clear the white stuff off the
plates.
On the paper delivery hoard of the
old Prouty press in the evening, we
developed the remarkable results. My
first picture which had been a “ time
exposure’’ with a high stool for a
tripod was pronounced a wonderful
success wag in fact better than my
teacher had been getting. Soon after
this attempt I began to have trouble.
The shutter would fail to snap just
when I was most anxious to have it
do so. We consulted a jewelry store
man wihc was supposed to be quite
an expert.
He said ‘‘set the cam
era by a warm stove and heat it up
—that may help.”
But iit didn’t
seem to.
Then I moved to another
town and had to depend upon my
own resources for photo information.

Just order a sack of
William Tell Flour
and you n e e d n ’ t w orry
about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
Cakes and pies? Biscuit?
The best you ever tasted!
Besides, W illia m T e ll goes
farthest — worth remem
bering when living is so
high. Think of all this,
and instead of ordering
“ flour” order

H. McKenzie Trading Co.,

Phillips, Maine.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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30, 1915.

I had before this tried printing and found that I had one clear picture and waterfowl, and in Washington fcp a limit Of 20 birds or less per day.
speed the smaller shore birds, were made
toning the pictures, but they didn’t of the horses going at full
W ATERFOW L
off to conform with the regulations under^
seem to come out as I Should wish, and the leading horse ail feet
the
Federal
law.
Uniformity
was
and a friend had told me there was the ground I was more than pleased.
All the States now' allow
water
Surely, you say, I should then have slsio secured by provisions in the
a better way to do it, as he had just
Maine, New fowl hunting, but the wood duck Is
learned.
“Get some developing pap been satisfied with nay outfit. Well, laws of Connecticut,
That newr shutter was a Mexico, North Dakota, Washington, protected for several years through
er of Sears, Roebuck and print them not quite.
wonder when set at 1-300 of a sec and Wisconsin, prohibiting hunting out the northern zone and in the
at night” , said he.
When I got to my new location, I ond and worked WTell at the second between sunset and sunrise. On the southern zone in the States o f Cali
when other hand, Delaware adopted a reso fornia, Kansas, and West Virginia.
looked the old camera over careful and half-second speeds, but
ly tested the shutter, etc., and then set at 1-25 of a second seemed to lution opposing the migratory-bird Daily bag li its w'ere established for
lost faith in it.
Then I got a work same as at 1-100 and 1-50— in law, and Ohio and Rhode Island, the first ’time in Arkansas and Con
Sears Roebuck catalogue and began short was too fast for rated speed. which had. harmonized their seasons necticut, reduced in Oklahoma from
to investigate the camera business. Set at 1-5, it gave too much time In 1914, changed the seasons on 25 to 10, and increased in Missouri
from 10 to 15. Most of the States
I asked a photo waterfowl this year.
First thing there was a fine
4x5 for the slow snaps.
camera for only $1.98 and
printed stock house if they could trade me
Ajs a result of the decision of the now have a limit of 25 or less per
beside it a mighty fine half-tone pic something for this shutter and they Supreme Court of the United States day.
ture from a photo made with it. That thought they could, so I sent the on January 19, 1914, sustaining ■ the
looked good, so I ordered a new lens into Korona factory and had it alien hunting law of Pennsylvania,
OPEN SEASONS
camera, some gaslight paper,
etc. fitted
to
Hex Universal shutter. legislation prohibiting aliens
from
There were some “ school ma’ams” When that arrived it was O. K., ex hunting or owning shotguns or rifles
Open seasons were lengthened in
where I stayed and of course I got cept that one second and half-sec was enacted In at least four States— Montana on elk and deer two weeks;
th .»» to pose for. their photo— a time ond speeds both worked the same. Massachusetts, New' Jersey,
North in Florida on deer and birds threeexposure indoors—then in the even I returned it to the factory and they Dakota, and West Virginia—but cer weeks; in Minnesota on quail 20
ing I hastened to develop the plates. promptly fixed it right. Th is shut tain exceptions based on property days; and in Nevada on sage liens
The image showed up very fast and ter’s speeds agree with the markings qualifications were made in Massa four aaid a half months, on grouse
nice and then began to get black. and I have never been able to see chusetts and New- Jersey.
one month, and on quail two weeks.
That looked like some sort of a dan it vary in the least.
When I found
Close seasons extending for sev New Jersey reverted to the former
ger signal so I put it in the ‘‘hypo” out what the stock house
would eral years were provided for certain plan of hunting deer cn four
con
mighty quick.
Soon the whiteness give me for the Optimo shutter I kinds of big game and also for game secutive Wednesday® instead of five
had disappeared and that negative concluded they couldn’t have it.
I birds.
Hunting mountain sheep was consecutive days.
certainly was a fine one to my eyes. had a wide angle lens fitted to it
Seasons were shortened in a num
suspended until 1918 in
Montana.
Brilliant, clear and you could easy and still have it and at times put
In the’ case of big
Moose were protected for four years ber of States.
tell which was which of the school the Turner-Reich lens in it and take
in Maine, the first absolute close game the deer season was curtailed
ma’ams.
I was happy.
The next some speed pictures. Other Optimo
season on this species for 35 years— in Arkansas three months; in Ore
night by the light of the electric snutters I have seen did not have
since the suspension of hunting from gon and Washington two weeks. In
light bulb I would make some real the fault mine did.
1S78 to 1880.
Antelope were given New Mexico the seasons were gen
pictures.
This year I got a Korona direct indefinite protection in New Mexico erally shortened and arranged in
The next night I was on the job. view finder and fitted to the top of and Montana.
In Michigan,
New tw'o districts divided at latitude 35 de
Mv sakes!
How quick those pic my camera and putting in my Turner- Mexico, and Oklahoma prairie chick grees.
In California the dove sea
tures did print and develop.
Quick Reich lens and Optimo shutter find ens were protected for several years. son w'as made later and in Minnes
as a wink they would turn black as I have a speed outfit that is sim Michigan extended complete protect ota shortened 20 days; in Oklahoma
ink—t&chool ma’ams did not look as plicity itself. At the side of the ion also to quail, imported pheasants, the quail season was curtailed
six
good as they did on the plate.
race track at the county fair I line grouse, and wood ducks for five weeks, and in Michigan,
Nevada
Wyoming,
Another day I took some
more up the sight and cross hairs on the years.
Minnesota protected doves, (ducks), Tennessee, and
was
pictures— same experience over a- race track where I wrant to get the woodcock, plover, and wrood ducks un spring shooting o f waterfowl
gain. After a few days I concluded picture and as the miniature horses til 1918.
New Mexico gave protect abolished.
something must be wrong, so instead appear in. line with bead press the ion to pheasants, bob-whites, pigeons,
of trying to make any more pic ipush cord release and the deed is and swans.
GAME
Oklahoma
protected L A W S P R O T E C T K N G BIG
Then when I doves, grouse, wrood ducks, and cur
tures, 'took my instruction book and done— oh, so easy.
started in to spend the evening in get home the plates go into the lew.
The more important changes af
Several birds w'ere removed
reading it through.
When I reached plate tank and out into daylight to from the game list and
protected fecting big game included the closing
the chapiter on developing, there was he developed.
Then back into the through the year.
Oklahoma gave of the season for four years on moose
a revelation.
I now knew v.ihy my dark again and into the fixing.
such protection to pelicans,
gulls, in Maine; authorization for the kill
picture of the school ma’ams
had
If I fail with pictures these days, and herons. Tennessee declared ring ing of 50 bull moose in Wyoming;
not been as brilliant as they looked I blame my own judgment, not the neck pheasants, bullbats, robins, and lengthening the season on elk in
on the plate.
The book said when camera.
closing
the
meadowlarks to be nougame
birds. Montana two weeks;
tlm image comes out and the plate
As I look back, I can see where I In a few cases protection wras . re season on mountain sheep In Mon
begins to get black all over, let her missed it often.
But we learn by moved from certain species—notably tana; changes affecting doe® in seven
get black—the more the better up to experience.
Why did I practically the turkey buzzard in Delaware, Flor States, including the removal of pro
a reasonable amount.
give away that Emil Busch lehs which ida, and North Carolina, owls and tection in Florida, Nevada. New Jer
Of course I tried the new scheme I now know was one o f the finest starlings in New Hampshire, and cor sey, and Wyoming; establishment of
Or why did I morants in Illinois and North Da a limit in Arkansas; and de rease in
as soon as possible. Things work lenses ever made?
the limits in Alaska, Michigan, Mamed just as the book said, and the not have that old Cooke lens mount kota.
pictures were a wonderful improve ed in a new shutter instead of sell
For the first time in 12
years tana, and Nevada.
Why didn’t I get
Under present conditions
deer
ment over the others, but I found ing it so cheap?
moose hunting is permitted in Wyom
difficulty in keeping up the stand a good camera at first? Why?
hunting
is
‘
permitted
in
36
States,
ing, and for the first time since 1907
I forgot to say that when I sold
ard of excellence.
Many failures.
prairie-chicken shooting is permitted in about one-third of which the hun
Snap shots amounted to practically the Cooke lens and bought the Tur in Indiana.
ter is limited to one deer a season
nothing.
Then I had the opportun- ner-Reich, I put the 5x7 rectilinear
and in most of the others to two.
ty to take a few pictures using a lens in the 4x5 Seneca camera and
Eighteen States protect does at all
S T A T E seasons and allow only ducks to be
hip-li grade folding Bullard magazine had two fine outfits. This completes N O V E L F E A T U R E S OF
LAWS.
camera.
I was still after pictures the recital of the evolution of my
killed— namely, Alabama,
Arizona,
and the notion that I could make present picture outfit from the very
California, Georgia, Idaho, Missouri,
to
Hem would not down.
So I con beginning; except that I ought
Among the novel features in the Mississippi, New Mexico, Nevada,
sulted Sears, Roebuck & Compa.uy’s mention that the direct view finder laws this year may be mentioned the New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Penn
catalogue again.
I would have a on my camera has a detachable base declaration in the Florida law that sylvania, Texas, Utah, Vermont, West
real camera.
This was my third land I only put it on the camera ownership of game is vested in the |Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Pennsyl
4x5 plate camera—a Seroco long fo i when it is in use.
respective counties; the provision in Ivania requires that deer killed shall
Burt Stone.
cus at $11.50.
My first
attempts
the California law protecting spike l ave horns two inches above the
were rather disappointing, but the
at
bucks, or deer with
unbranched j laair, New York and Vermont
machine was guaranteed as good as 240 N E W S T A T E G A M E L A W S E N  horns, instead of deer with bom s of j least three inches long, and West
A C T E D IN 1915.
$20 machines and I did not give up.
a certain length; and the Wyoming Virginia four indies long, while Cali
Soon I got better results and then
experiment of allowing the killing of fornia prohibits entirely the killing
some photos that gave me pleasure. More Local Legislation to Protect 53 bull moose under $100 licenses of spike bucks.
Birds and Big Game— Nine States
Now came a longing for a
better
instead of an indefinite number dur
Bring Closed Seasons Into
lens and some wonderful results, so
ing a limited season. ‘ Method® of |
Agreement With Federal
the same summer bought from the
hunting were restricted in Michigan |
Migratory Bird Law.
same firm a Emil Busch anastigmat
by prohibiting the use of automobiles !
lens, F 5.5 inch auto shutter. I got
in hunting partridges, and in Indian
Washington, D. C., Sept. 27.— by prohibiting the use of searchlights
good results from this, but after a
year or so got to reading about tlie More than 240 new game laws were or other artificial lights attached to
various well-known high grade lenses enacted during 1915—a larger number autos for bunting game on or near a
ou the market.
I wrote to New than in any previous year except highway.
Several new restrictions
York second-hand dealer and asked 1911, according to Fanners’ Bulletin on shipments appeared for the first
Forty- time:
him about my lens.
He said it was 692, “Game Laws for 1915” .
Illinois prohibited importatio
a kind not very well known and even three States held regular legislative from points outside the State of any
if it was a very fine
instrument sessions, and in all of these States game except deer
legally
killed.
would not sell well. Well, I traded except Arizona, Georgia, and Nebras- j(Pennsylvania prohibited shipment of
him the Busch lens for a Series III ka some changes were made in the game by parcel post, and Wisconsin,
Cooke lens mounted in a
rickety statutes protecting game. The largest shipment under an alias. Connecti
Unicum shutter and paid
$12 to number of new game laws passed in cut authorized the commissioners of
hoot.
I got disgusted with, the old any one State was 61, in North Car fisheries and game to grant permits
Unicum shutter after awhile
and olina; but in California, Connecticut, to bring in game lawfully killed out
traded the glasses of the old Cooke Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, Penn side the State, provided such game
lens to a stock house for $18
in sylvania, and Wisconsin the number is not offered for sale.
Several meastrade.
In the meantime, I 3iad ; reached 10 or more.'
sold the Sears camera and had re j ures were vetoed, including a gen
Q U A IL
placed it with a No. 6 Seneca,
in eral game bill in Idaho,, the first
which I had used the Cooke lens. bill appropriating the hunting-license
Notwithstanding the agitation
in
Well' the pictures were too
small fund in Pennsylvania, a bill protect favor of protecting quail for several P A LM E R E N G IN E S A N D
and I soon bought a Series II 5x7 ing bears in California, and three years in some section®, no bills of
LA U N C H E S.
Korona camera, equipped with con sections of the game bill in Washing this kind were passed thiis year, and
vertible rectilinear lens F. 8.
Now ton.
Special 2 1-2 II. P. engine for canoes
A number of bills wree intro 39 States still provide quail shooting.
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
I was the owner of a real camera, duced for the purpose of harmonizing The season® were
shortened six
but I was wanting a faster lens. The the State laws on migratory birds weeks in Oklahoma and two weeks in in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Po. tland. Me.
Korona was so good that I concluded with the Federal regulations. In at Nevada.
Limits were established
a high-grade lens of the same make least nine States changes were made for the first time in Arkansas and
S Y L V A N
L A R K .
would be good also, so purchased a which brought the seasons into sub New Hampshire, reduced in Iowa from
Series III Turner-Reich anastigmat stantial agreement, viz, California, 25 to 15 per day, in Oklahoma from
As good as it sounds, with camps of
lens in Optimo shutter.
To the Connecticut, Maine, Michigan,
New 25 to 10, in Minnesota from 15 to all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
county fair I went with my outfit Hampshire, Tennessee, and
West 10, and increased in Nevada from 15 trout.
Excellent hunting.
Guides
and tried it on the horse races. Virginia.
In Illinois the seasons to 20.
All but 14 of the States furnished. Write for terms to
When I developed the plates
and for all migratory birds except coot
F. G . H A Y D E N ,
which Permit quail hunting now have R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.

<51From the sale of a
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0 farm to the
recovery of a wander
ing bull pup, you can
put your faith in the
w ant ads.
iJ T h e y are great little
hustlers, and are never
off duty.
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Ro.&& is big enough for the following
game:
Grizzly bear, moose and car
ibou?
Would the .333 Jefferies or
the .30 Springfield be better guns?
Ans. The .280 Rose Is sufficiently
powerful for tile game you mention.
There is little to choose from be
tween the calibers you give.

and sedate,
With her hop, skip, and jump,
And Ida, peaceful little body,
As reliable as the old town pump.
Gladys, the serious oaie,
Was quiet as could be,
But she will make her mark in life,
As you will certainly see.
Dear little dimpled Dolly,
Was great for an auto ride,
And who could be but jelly,
When she was by their side.

MEMORIES OF
A New Questions and Answers Department
MOUNTAIN VIEW
of Interest to Shooters
The following snatches of verse

shall pay a fine of not leesi than ten
dollars nor more than fifty dollars
and costs for each offense; provid
ed, however, (that if protected wild
birds or wild animals are
hunted,
killed, destroyed or had in possession
in violation of said section the pen
alty shall be the same as is now
imposed therefor during other clos
ed season.— (Approved March 24,
1915.)
NATURAL
BAITS
LURE
KINDS OF FISH.

ALL

Annie Drake was a live one,
Natural baits are those
which
Always.ready for a tramp,most anglers are accustomed to us
We will never forget the day
ing.
Such baits
include worms,
She took us to Bald Mountain Camp. frogs, minnows, grasshoppers, grubs,
salt pork, crickets, aud many kind of
• I ■ i
!
real fish food.
The most common of
were written by Maud E. Smith, one Dear little angel Helen,
all baits is the angleworm, and it is
(ing and leading, that is to say, a of the waitresses at Mountain View We did not realize how near
L. R. F., Marcelin, Sask.
She was to God's great kingdom,
used more than any other because
1. Would you advise the use of Dttle rust tn tire bore scrapes off with a request to have them appear
Or how soon she was to leave us u can be secured so easily.
This
in
Maine
Woods:
soni-e
of
the
lead
of
the
shot.
If
so,
a ball of wax melted aud put into a
here.
bait can he used for ail kinds of
Shotgun shell— the shot poured over the above remedy will practically
i ; I ■I I i !. i
;
fish, and is accepted by large and
N I I ■V i l l
and left to cool, so that it would cure the trouble.
Dear old Mountain View,
But Gcd ;in has own great wisdom
small alike, no piatter whether they
shoot better at long range?
On the shore of Rangeley Lakes,
Took her to Heaven above,
are surface or bottom feeders. The
F.
L.
B.,
West
Milan,
N.
H.
I
sihall
always
think
of
you
Ans. I do not exactly see what
Where all is joy and gladness,
worms may be used just as they are
1. Is there a rear sight made for
When memory a backward look takes. She is safe, in his eternal love.
the object is in such procedure. If
taken from the ground, and they are
Luger
Automatic
Pistol
outside
of
it is your intentio-n to lubricate the
generally used in that condition. But
the
one
that
is
on
it?
If
so,
where
Up in petticoat alley
barrel, this is not necessary, as aid
And for dear sister Mary,
if they are dug a week before, wash
could
I
get
one
put
on?
We dwelt in ways serene,
gocd shot shells as loaded by the
What can we say but this,
ed, and fed with a few bread
Ans.
I
would
write
to
the
firms
We
were
just
one
big
family
factory have wads which lubricate
She has cur deepest sympathy
crumbs soaked in milk, they be
sufficiently, and give the very best who make a specialty of sights for And life one golden dream.
For
the little sister she must miss. come toughened and make the best
firearms
and
see
iif
they
can
furnish
I
. >
shooting results.
bait.
] them.
,
We had lots of ups and downs
2. I have a .22 rifle the barrel of
Mr.
Snow
has
been
very
good,
It is a common saying that the big
2. What do you consider the best In learning the waitress' life,
which. I cut in two and made a re rear sight for use on a .30 cal. rifle
We thank him one and all,
worm will catch the big fish. There
volver.
The barrel adjusted to the in connection with a Vickens-Maxim We watched for the head waiter’s I? he wants some waitresses for 1916, appears to be little if anything in
frown
stock is 19 inches. Which
would
He knows on whom to call.
this, but a worm that i,s just the
front sight?
Oh! It was certainly some strife.
you advise me to put on it—a high
right size to cover the hook when
Ans. The peep rear sight Works
front sight or a low frcnt sight?
properly impaled without crowding is
best with the Vickers-Maxim front Dear Margaret, we shall never forget Dear Mr, and Mrs. Bowley,
Who were so good and kind,
the right size, and as a rule any
Ans. It does net matter how high sight.
her
We hope that in the coming years,
fish will take it.
or low the front sight is so long as
And her old familiar tunes,
Much happiness they will find.
The grasshopper is another good
when used with the rear sight it will Itquirer. Hunt, N. Y.
But we hope whoever gets her
bait, especially for surface-feeding
put tie bullets where you want them
1. How does pitting affect the bar- Will continue to feed her on prunes.
for fish.
Then we’ll give three cheers
Perhaps no other bait will
to go.
If you wish to experiment to |rfeT ^ a shotgun?
Mt. View,
cause a lazy old trout to rise so
find out just what height sight to j
Ans. A shotgun barrel which is
And Julia has our best wishes
quickly from the depths ps will a
use, make a Sight of wood and tie it only slightly pitted will shoot very As she walks through this vale of And one for each girl’s sake,
lively, kicking grasshopper.
The
And one for the summer of 1915,
on with a piece of string.
This will i nearly as well as a perfect barrellife,
And one for Rangeley Lake.
hook should be entered at the joint,
hold on long enough to tell you what j The tendency would be to have LrBut try and not break so many
just below the head, and run length
t eight the met?' sight should be regular patterns, that is, if a series
dishes
wise of the body.
made, then make t.ie metal sight a , of shots were fired, there would be
For whoever gets ycu for a wife.
For black bass and other large fish
little higher than you figure and by |greater differences between the poor
j the minnow is the favorite bait. By
carefully filing it down, you will get j patterns and good patterns titan if it
And Helen A. our fidgety one,
“minnow” is meant a small fish, for
the gun sighted exactly to suit.
were in perfect condition.
Who could never once keep still,
small
fish are invariably called min
2. Is it safe to shoot 26 grains of 1 suppose she is studying her lessons
nows by anglers, regardless of their
P. R. C., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Ballistite powder in the barrel cf a
j Now, with a right good will.
species.
The small shiner, about
1. Could you please inform mo if badly pitted- repeating shotgun?
four inches long, is gocd bait, espec
a 16 gauge pump action
shotgun
Ans. i t is rather difficult to auI Helen B. with her big brown eyes,
A bass takes a
Phillips, Sept. '27, 1915. ially on dark days.
shooting No. 4 s::ot with a modified ; swer this question without knowing
jOne of the dearest girls we had,
minnow bait from behind or
from
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
choke barrel will do as good work exactly how badly pitted the barrel
j We hope in Livermore Falls
It has so long been the custom fer the side, runs some distance with it,
and as c.ose scooting as
a
fuh. jUnless the pitting is serious, I
She will find her own dear lad. •
deer hunters to lay out around apple- teen stops and turns the fish about,
Cjtoke gun of the same make and do not see }low j,t could cause any
This is the
trees, orchards and other places to swallow head first.
calibre? I prefer a small gauge gun* i trouble to shoot the load you men1And Alice, cur firm foundation
The same method
where deer ream in the night and time to strike.
We have to use the large shot as the tion.
|In times of trouble and woe,
shoot the unsuspecting animals that of baiting and hooking applies to all
closest we can get to a duck is ^fifty 1
1If you ever need a friend,
perhaps it would be well to call at kinds of fish when minnow bait is
yards.
! w. L. W., Grayville, 111.
Let us know, and we will everyone
Minnows should be carried
tention to a law passed by the last used.
Ans. So far as I know, the ccn- . 1. I would like to know
the
go.
Legislature in relation thereto.
It in a minnow box and handled as
cern you mention Ices net ntanu-1 speed of flight of wild geese, ducks,
is a well settled rule that ignorance little as possible.
facture a 16 gauge gun. These guns j prairie chickens and quail,
Nellie and Maud were roommates
Small frogs make good bait for
of the law- is no excuse for its viol aare made only in 12 gauge. I would j Ans. Wild geese average 110 ft.
In number forty-four,
t'.on, but so many have not the op all game fish, and may be used with
not advise the use of a smaller than Iper second; ducks vary according to
Nellie had all the chauffeurs
portunity to know the law- that it a single hook by inserting through
12 gauge, especially as your shooting variety from 75 to 145 ft. per secWhich of course, made the other may save many hunters from
the the lips, like baiting with a minnow.
condititns are hard and it is not end, the slowest being the Mallard
giris sore.
The dobson, or helgramjte, is excel
penalties
of
an
unintentional
violat
possible to get closer than 50 yds. and the fastest being the Canvas
ion to publish Chapter 170 of the lent as bait for many kinds of fish.
Back.
Prairie chickens average 75
to tlie birds.
And when Maud got one lone chauf
It is an ugly creature, and is found
Public Laws of 1915.
2. I have a 12 gauge gun that is ft. per second, and quail about the
feur
under stones in the streams.
in
I
presume
the
reason
for
the
pas
s^me.
rusting slightly within an inch of
The other girls had so much fun,
swift
streams
they
are
easily
captur
sage
of
this
law
was
because
sa
2.
What
is
t!
e
speed
of
No.
8
sho
the muzzle.
There are also spots in
They frightened the poor boy to
much wild game is shot from auto ed by turning stones and bolding a
each barrel about two inches from and BB shot, fired from a 12 gauge
death1
The
mobiles and from laying out in the minnow net below the stone.
gun
.
with
the
average
load
of
smoke
the muzzle that are raised like a
And he left upon the clean run.
night that this indiscriminate slaugh current will carry the helgramites in
What effect has a
blister.
These spots are not rusty less powder?
Crawfish are common:
ter has seriously interfered with the to the net.
If you could give any remedy throng 1heavy load of smokeless powder on Amy was the champion swimmer,
propagation of game.
as bait used for still fishing. They
the columns of your paper I should the shot over that of an average She swam across the lake,
Deer and other wild animals have, are best at the time they have shed
load of a smokeless powder?
be much obliged.
She never could have done it,
all
back through the ages, been gaz their shell, and in this condition
Ans.
The
average
velocity
of
a
Ans. I have found the best way to
she
But for the nourishing toast
ing at the stars and the moon and may he hooked through the
body,
clean a shotgun is to use a brass shot charge from a 12 gauge shot
would take.
from
these
they
have
received
no
but
at
other
times1
should
be
hooked
gun,
using
3
drams
cf
powder
and
scratch brush either made of wire
harm.
Consequently when they see through the tail.
Bass are fond of
gauze or the usual bristle type. Use 1V$ oz. of shot is nearly the same Dear old Derilda,
the
lights
of an automobile, a lant*rn crawfish.
A bait that is quite a
with
the
different
sizes
of
shot,
that
oil on the brush and give your bur
Or Billy Brett I should say,
or a jack-light they are dazed and favorite for bass is a strip of fat
Of
rs’ a good scrubbing and I think you is, the actual muzzle velocity.
We sihall never forget you, old sport
sr.arnd still, or out of sheer curiosity salt pork, cut in the shape of the
w’ U find that the spots you mention course the smaller the shot the For many and many a day.
approach the light thinking they are letter V, with the hook through the
quicker
the
velocity
is
lost.
No.
8
will decrease somewhat.
It is not
This is placing small end.
Caterpillars' and other
possible to tell just what these spots s o.t will average 850 ft. per second There was Rose, at once so frivolous gazing at a star.
them
at
an
immense
disadvantage
like
creatures
are sometimes
used
oVer
a
40
yd.
range
and
BB
allot
are due to with.out seeing them, I
and
their
killing
is
almostt
murder
successfully.
The
grub
is
also
used
would
be
sl'iigihitly
higher.
A
heavy
should imagine that tlpev are probab
and not true sportsmanship.
The sometimes, and the legs of a large
ly caused l y a tomb!nut k n <f rust- load cf smokeless powder such as
following js the late law in relation frog, skinned, make good bait. The
3M> drams will run the velocity up
popular baits for salt-water fishing
to night hunting:
,
50 to 75 ft., and will have a tendency
are bloodworms, sand worms, shrimp,
James Morrison.
to open up the pattern, that is, make
shedder crab, cliams,
mossibunkers,
Chapter 170.
the shot spread more.
Think this Over
An Act additional to Chapter thirty- fiddlers, and killies.
3. What size shot should be used
D on ’t hurry through your meals. io sdicot geese, ducksyprairie chick
two of the Revised Statutes, ms
Chew your food before you sw allow en and quail?
amended by Chapter tw-o hundred
Selection of a Wife.
„
it; your stomach has no teeth. H a sty
and six of the Public Laws of
Ans. For geese BB, No. 11 No. 2
In France, Germany, China, Japan
eating may save ’time, but it wastes
nineteen hundred thirteen, prohibit and many other countries, wives are
health. Stop the “Quick m ea ls’’ habit. end sometimes No. 3.
For ducks,
Start your stomach right b y carefully Nos. 4, 5 and 6; prairie chickens, 6
selected for the man by the parents,
ing night hunting.
selecting proper food, and eating it
Section 1. There shall be a closed with the assumption that the parents
to
7%;
quail,
7
to
9.
slowly. Once in awhile your stomach
season on wild birds in this State being older and having larger exper
4. Which, of these should I hove
may call for help.
W h en it does,
ience with life, are better capable of
“L. F.” A tw o o d ’s Medicine is w hat it a. full choke and which a cylinder
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
from sunset to sunrise of the follow
selecting a wife than the inexper
needs. U se this family remedy faith bore gun to hunt them with?
ing morning, and on wild animals ienced youth. It is not yet proved
Offers room with hot and
fully, and you will escape bilious a t
cold
water
for
$1.00
per
day
from one hour after sunset until one that this is an unwise course.—Ex
Ans. Full choke is absolutely nec
tacks, sick headaches, indigestion and
and up, which includes free
hour before siunri&e of the following change.
constipation. W e know it is good for essary for duck and goose shooting,
use o f public shower baths.
"
t
the stomach, because thousands have and in open country
morning during which closed season
for prairie
Nothing to Equal This in N«w England
told us so. H ere is a remedy worth chicken and quail.
4 shall be unlawful to hunt, kill or
Imported Birds.
I would suggest
trying; nothing but g o o d can com e
The number of birds imported into
destroy wild birds or wild animals cf
your purchasing full choke because
Rooms with private baths
its use.
for $1,50 per day and up;
any kind.
No person shall have in the United States annually amounts
i you can always use scatter load
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
suites of two rooms and bath
possession, at any time, any wild to about 500,000, and as many as 17,store, or write today for a free sample, |shells if you strike conditions which
for $4.00 per day and up.
000 have become dwellers in America
bird
or wild animal, or part thereof,
j
require
more
spread
of
shot
than
FREE.— On receipt o f a yellow outside
within one day. The half million
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine
taken in violation of any provision feathered strangers represent 1,500
given by the regular loads.
we wiil send one o f our Needle Books with a
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
of this section.
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
different species, but the greater num
Send for Booklet
in every family.
Section 2. Whoever violates any ber of the importations are of caB. D. C., Oyster Bay, L. I.
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me.
proviision of section one of this act |naries, parrots and game birds.
Kindly let me know if the .280

NIGHT HUNTING

PROHIBITED

HASTE MAKES WASTE

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

WOODS,

Where To Go In
OTTER POND CAMPS

Y O R K C AW IPS,
RANGELEY, MAINE

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fishinur and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
O a ra tu n k , Me.

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E ,

SEPTEMBER

Wm. Boulter's during their stay.
Mrs. Oscar Riddle returned home
Tuesday.
W e do. not know all the names of
those who attended Phillips fair but
among the niimiber were: Mr. and
Mrs. Bben Rowe and sen Olin, Mrs.
E. P. McCard, Miss Maude Soule, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson, G.
C.
Twomfbdy, Blanche Tomlinson,
Mr.
a*
Mrs. Ives Hinkley, Daniel and
David Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Huntoon, Ira D. Hoar, Mrs. Guida Nile
and children.
i-s
Max Weybrant of Brunswick
visiting a-t Wm. Tomlinson’s.
C. L. Hamden has moved tiis fam
ily to the tenement hous-e, corner of
Allen and Schc-ol streets.
Mrs. Albert Carlton is spending a
few days with her parents, Mir. and
Mrs. I. D. Hoar.
Mrs. Carlton was
at Phillips fair one day.
Mrs. Chas. iiaraden had rather a
narrow escape from serious
burns
recently.
She had a pitcher of
gasoline and was going to fill an
iro-n and while passing near the
stove the gasoline exploded setting
fire to her clothes.
With
rare
presence of mind she rolled on the
floor until the flames were extinguish
ed.
Her dress and apron were de
stroyed but the burns were not deep.
A goodly number from) Range-ley
are attending' Farmington fair.
AH'cng them are:Mr. and Mrs.
Alexis Blodgett with their new Ford
car, W. D. Quimby and family, Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
A M. H-oar and son, J. Sherman
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Nile and
party, D. W. Spencer and family, Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. McCard, Gladys and
Guida Fhilbriek, Mr. and Mrs. H.
C. Riddle.

30, 1915.

MAINE’S BIG
CATTLE SHOW

minutes’ row we were unloading hier j
at our camp door and we go in to
gee if the mice have kept everything
sup-shape for occupancy. We found
they were still here and from
the
signs which were evident had raised
Over 150 Yoke
quite a family.
We were tired after our ride ajnd
tramp in the hot sun, with our heavy
packs, -but we turned to with a will
and soon the camp looked as though
we had always been there. A few
whisks of the broom, with the camp
the
stove roaring red and with
beds made gave the camp the
we were
r cih t appearance and
“ home” again.

of Steers—Every

Department Well Filled

Tuesday m-orning the day of the
76th annual exhibition of the Frank
lin County Agricultural society was
ushered
in with wintry weather, b-u-t
INDIAN
POINT
AND
BUILDINGS
AT
this did not prevent crowds ga/therJ o h n (jJ a r v ille ’ s G a m p s just across the cove from the
ing and bringing their stock with
at Spring Lake
them.
Over 150 yoke of oxen were
Mountain View House at the
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
on exhibition at Franklin Park, and
are most charmingly situated on the shores oi outlet of Rangeley lake.
For
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
cattle
It is 5.30 and Mr. Atwood unpacks it was the best and biggest
purest of spring water and the table is first-roiss,
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen particulars, address
the ki-t, while yours truly makes a showr ever held in the State. Every
ery a«d pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
anknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
liberal quantity of tea that is strong department was filled to the brim.
F. G. FOWLER,
trout and s&lmou fishing and in the neighboring
Four heats wrnre required to de
enough to walk.
We were hungry
itveams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckbeard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family OQUOSSOC,
MAINE
cide
‘each of tine two races on the
enough,
to
eat
a
horse
and
part
of
summer resort. Telephone communications with
*UJ&ge and doctor. References furnished. Terms
the harness, but of course we had opening day’s card.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
G.
M. Hatch of Farmington was
not been in camp long enough
toJOHN CARVILLK. Flagstaff, Me.
COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS
the
starter,
and the o-ther officials
resort
to
such
diet.
After
answer
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
Judges, W. N. Gilbert
of
ing the call of the inner man, we were:
A furnace heated house when too cold
B la k e sle e L a k e C a m p s
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
Lewiston and W. L. Jones of Strong.
wash
the
tin
dishes,
sit
back
in
tine
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
toa-eon seat, enjoy a good long pull Timers, I-Iarry Dyer of Harrison and
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot further information.
ot
at our briars, while we talk over our J. S. Gay and E. K. Woodman
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
ftENRY J. LANE,
many experiences in and around this Farmington.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, C(irry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Wednesday the crowd was swelled
old camp.
Maine.
still
larger and this year will go
Early the next morning finds u-s on
Long pond with the fish jumping in down in history a-s one of tlie most
every direction.
As we go around successful ever held by this up-toorganization.
a sharp point, we are in sight of a date and progressive
colony of beaver, e-iikht of them, and There has been quite an expenditure
only about four hundred feet away. of money this year and many im
&. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
among
We anchor our boats and
watch provements are noticeable,
Narrowly
Escape
Serious
BurnsPortland,
Maine
them for half an hour.
One mon them the building of the grand stand
Chief Justice Hughes and
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
ster among them, an old male, looked at the northerly end of the park to
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
as
large as a Shepherd dog. He swam’ accommodate those wishing to wit
Family Return Home.
man. All farm, dairy products, pork
within forty feet of cur boat three ness the pulling of the cattle, and
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
times, showing fads teeth, snarling an the erection of another eating house.
(Special Correspondence.)
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
The granges are having very at
slapping the water with lids tail. He
Rangeley, September 29.—Mr. and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
must have been very old as his head tractive displays.
Mrs. Nelson Hinds of Auburn
are
American plan. Send for circular.
was thickly sprinkled wfrtli grey.
visiting relatives in town.
Thanking the beaver for their high
V IA RUMFORO FALLS
Miss. Kathleen Dyer of Passaic, N.
EUSTIS
class exhibition, we take in the an
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fisning begins about June 1. Send for circular. J., was in town to attend the funeral
chor and soon are quite a distance
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
of June Ellis.
Upper Dam, Maine.
Sept. 27.
way, reaping a harvest among the
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
It has been very cold and windy
spotted bea-uties, for which Jtong
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
Herbert Wilbur burned one . o f his
pond is famous.
After catching five since the line storm, which was the
where you are sure o f getting game, deer, bears
the past W eek.
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send hands quite badly
Mt. Bigelow is capped with
we
return
to
camp
and dress them. 21st.
fo r circular.
Tire little fellow was playing with
C. A. SPAULDING,
Caratunk, Me.
Friends Enjoy Many Outings To They ranged from Y2 to % of a snow.
his velocipede and in some way fell
Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Henderson
pound.
striking his hand and arm on the
gether.
visited at C. E. Leavitt’s Sunday,
G o to
We
build
the
fire
and
wj-th
some
stove.
The accident happened near
BLAINE VILES’
bacon fried with the trout, a good September 26th.
meal Unite and as the stove was un
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green and
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS usually diet the little fellow was quite
Ridlonvilile, Me., Aug. 20, 1915.
die of co-ffee, a batch qf flap jacks
have
Dead River,
Maine badly burned, but is now gaining Dear Editor:
wi* plenty of butter and maple sy son, Slheridan of Skowbegan
gone
to
the
Jim
Pond
Camps
for
a
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom-1
.L
In a recent conversation with Fred rup, with the other necessities and week’s outing.
modations, Reasonable Prices.
^ y'
Mrs. Green called
we pul1 the deacon seat along side
Miss Charlotte Fuller of New Hav- Woodward he told me of one of his
Special Sunday Dinners.
of a dinner that wtould make an up on -her sister, Mrs. E. A. Gordon en
en is the guest of her sister, Mrs. I latest outings with Iris friend, Mr. At
route.
wood of Rumford. Here goes: Aug. per ovust city hotel feel like an old- 1
Almon Wilb-ur.
Mrs. Melvin a Day has
returned
R ound Mountain Lake ru m ps. W rite forfree
4
time
’egging
camp.
Once more we took com
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
C. B. Harris has purchased an 13, 1915.
home
after
spending
the
summer
Round Mountain. Maine
We did not leave cam p again that
Overland oar of S. G. Haley of Phil fortable seats in the smoker at the
with
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Will
Hire of
day and the next morning was cloudy
lips.
Mrs. Haley drove the car in Maine Central station and chatted
New' Vineyard.
She also
visited
and
the
wind
was
blowing
with
a
DEAD RIVER REGION
while the engine drew' us across the
Tuesday.
Mi*s.
T.
C.
Bateman
of
Madison
and
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Androscoggin river, just below that vim like the good old winter time,
friends and relatives in Kingfi-eld.
Hayden Huntoon was home
the
particular. Maine's idea) family vaca
kicking
up
white
caps
on
the
pond,
“ one and only Rumford Falls” and
Chris Boyle, the clerk at The Sar
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting latter part of the week from Orono. we were on our way to our Happy larger p a we had ever seen before.
gent
has gene down river
for
a
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. He returned Monday.
Hunting Grounds, although at this We travel’e around a‘ little for our
The Kempton Lumber Co. closed season cf the ypar it was more ap health bu could not fish any. The Ishort stay.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Miss Ruth Hennigar lias come out
the mill Wednesday to allow its em propriate to call
them
fishing next morning it rained hard and con- I
from Tim Pond, where site has been
ployees to attend Farmington fair.
tinued
all
day
so
there
was
nothing
grounds.
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
Chief Justice Hughes and family,
Such is life in the big ! working this s-um/mer.
We hadmade this
triptogether
! doing
R a n geley L a k e s
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lockwood have
who have occupied the Gilman cot many times and wetalked
of former woods, but with a liberal supply of
R a n geley,
M a in e
Island Camps,
tage the past season returned home luck and the beautisp we had pulled everything except good weather, we come out from Big
been
rooking
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. Tuesday, and H. L. Eno and family, 'out of the lakes while the train drew were almost content to stay in camp where they have
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part who have been at the Ludeke Camps ! io into the picitu-res-que Swift River but wle could almost see’ the
fish t Urough the' summ er intonthe.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Carver
of
ridge and duck hunting.
the past summer left the latter pant valley," crossing and recirossing the out there in the pond just aching to
North
Haven,
Me.,
are
in
town
to
b
*
caught
and
here
we
were
storm
of the week.
river a number of times.
This ride
Mr. Carver is
RANGELE1 TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
A party of 34 from Rangeley a t -: at that season c f the year is all bound in camp and the limit of our 1stay a feav months.
_
On Rangeley Lake.
and
and ; working for Sylvester Bros.,
tended the dedication ceremonies of that one can. wish for, with the oc- vacation approaching nearer
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
Mrs. Carver fs working at
The
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House the new Odd Fellow’s hall at
Far- j casional glimpses of the river, then nearer.
luly 1 to Oct.
Sargent hotel.
mjngton.
They made the trip by plunging into a deep cutout between
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
But the next morning
the
sun ;
Mrs. Mae Eames lias finished
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
aU!t°.
1two mountains with their peaks tow- broke through at 8.30 and we fill !
Raugeley, Maine.
working at The Sargent and return
E. I. Herrick wap* at Kennebago eririg far above, then (Jtit again and our dinner boxes with grub, put on
ed to her home in Flagstaff.
recently for a few days.
seeing some mountain brook tumbling our rubber boots and wfi.th our rods
Ranney & Wyman are having lots
VERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts lias returned down the ledges with its white foam jmake aquick trip to Moxiepond. Up
of toting done to Alder stream where
at
borne from Kennebago for tbe winter, dashed madly back and forth from 1 oi-ourarrival there
wehave
the
they are logging.
SPECTACLE LAKE CAMPS
The men are
Mir. and Mrs. Ernest Robbins are one obstructing rock to another and pleasure of seeing a handsome deer i
coming and going nearly
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated occupying tlieir new home
all
the
which : finally plunging into the river with on the shore of the pond and we j
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and
time.
was recently completed.
a great splashing of foam.
watch her quite a few minutes but j
references.
The fruit store which was
con“ Summit” shouts the conductor and at our first move sent him dashing j M-rs. Bennie King" and son, NorFRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
man of Stratton recently vi-sit-ed her
E U STIS.
MAINE
ducted by Beeh & Robbins
during : the train with many jars and jerks, into the bushes.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Tanthe summer is now closed and tbe comes to a standstill.
W-e get off
We surely had good luck
that guay.
Mrs, Tanguay is in poor
•MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
proprietors have returned to their here and each lights a Blackstone,
morning and at noon having too goodj health, suffering from rheumatism.
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Raugeleys. Beat fishing region. -respective homes.
while gathering up 65 pounds or so luck to step, ate our dinner in the
Inecial June and September rates. Booklet.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Porter have
Warren Stevens is very ill at till is of duffle, food and the like.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
boa* in the middle of Moxie pond. returned to their home, afteT spend
writing and is being oared for by a
Here wie bid good-bye to civiliza About 4.00 p. m. we returned to slice
ing a few months at their farm on
BE A SPO R T
trained nurse at the home of Mrs. tion and hit the old trail, which calls
some bacon and fried about a dozen Eustis Ridge.
and go hunting this fall. Y ou will find good,
John
Oakes.
w .rm camps, good table and good beds at the
for a four and one-half mile bike to medium sized trout which with the
George Day is out from King &
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley recently our cozy old log camp on the shore of
W E SSE L L C A M PS
necessary “ fixin’s” made our supper.
He is helping repair the
M adaw asK a L a k es, M aine picked a good bouquet of blue violets Round pord.
Yes, we know every And by the way, let me give a Bartlett.
P. O. Address STOCKHOLM , Me, 3 miles from
dam
at
Ledge
Falls.
Tine
recent
high
winds
did
some
crook and^turn, every spring, as well word of warning to anyone who may
B. & A . R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00
per day. $10.50 per week.
damage along the lake shore, Er as many beautiful'pieces of scenery,
read tills, be sure and take along a
nest Haley’s boat, the Lillian, being that can be seen plainly at quite a
Magnetic Attraction.
“ few extras” to ward off co-ids and
Magnetic attraction is now being ap
slightly damaged.
distance, and'many resting places w|e cramps and even if you are not sick,
plied, more or less experimentally, to
Miss Geneva Ricker is a guest of have for there is time to bairn and
they come in handy.
tbe detection of mines laid at sea. An
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock liei aiunt, Mrs. IT. A. Childs.
if
we
want
to
sltop
and
answer
blue
shooting. New locality open to hunt
The next morning, as we were electro-magnet, supported on a long
Harrison Amber was at Grant’s squirrels which hark at us from the
ers. Write to
billed for Rumford, we got up early arm extending forward from a ship's
Camps for the week-end.
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
trees a« we go along, we do
so.
how, can be made to signal the pres
Saddleback Lake Gamps,
James L. Brackett is having a Whale this wild section ha-s been and fished a couple of hours on ence of a mine. Could the current be
Dallas. Maine.
new foundation placed under
his deprived of its- heavy timber growth Long pond with very good success, made strong enough to deflect a tor
making a respectable showing to car pedo, another terror of the deep would
house and other repairs made.
tc a great extent, yet for magnific
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS Mis-s Shirley Hoar, who has been ent scenery it ranks among the most ry home. We then packed our kit gradually disappear.
and with our/trout in damp moss
at P-iekford’s Camps the pa-st sea beautiful,
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
were soon on our way to
Summit
September fly fishing- for Big Trout. Plenty son has returned home.
New Source of Narcotic.
-Soon
we
get
a
glimpse
of
Long
, ,
,
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Marihuana, a narcotic derived from
Mi&s Carolyn Ryan of Haver'll ill is pond through tlie trees and foil-ow aB
Maine.
OWin ^ie *ne
visiting her cousin, Mrs, Lee Mitchell, atong its shore until we hit ouir path
Mr. Woodward is a store keeper In a Mexican hemp, is stronger than
RANGELEY LAKES
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Dennis
O’Brien
of
Ridlonville
and Mr. Atwood is post opium and corresponds to the hasheesh
leading to Round pond and in anothe
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. Write
of the far East. A horticulturist found
Lewis-ton were recent guests of Pat minute we are pushing our boat a- master of Rumford Falls.
fo r free circular.
the plants in large numbers growing
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
O’Brien.
They had rooms at Mrs. way from the landing.
With a few
in a San Antonio, Tex., corral.
Emerson P. Bartlett.

FISH!

W EST
END
H O TEL

FOR SALE

MANY ATTENDING
FARMINGTON FAIR

HIT THE OLD
TRAIL FOR CAMP

HUNTERS

M A IN E
good w e a t h e r

for

last

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

first; infant’s bootees, Mrs. Morrill
Goldsmith first; infant’s petticoat,
Mrs. Bion Wing first; infant’s bon(Continued fro-m page one.;
r.et, Mrs. Bion Wing second; ladies’
hose, Mrs. N. H. Haines third; cro
slips, Mrs. M. H. Jewett first, Mrs.
chet shawl, Mrs. J. F. Sweetser
Adelphus Parker second, Mrs. C. W.
gratuity.
Cushman third; Mexican wiork pil
Cla©s 41—Fancy.work: embroider
low slips, Mrs. W. J. Daggett first,
Mrs. C, W. Cushman second;
lace ed sofa pillow, Mrs. C. W. Cushman
Mrs.
trimmed pillow slips, Mrs. S. A. first, Hazel Sargent second,
Blodgett first, Mrs. A. D. Graffam Erville Palmer third; hand-painted
second and third; hooked rug, Mrs. sofa pillow, Mrs. Frank Harnden
George Adams first, Mrs. N.
H. first; fancy sofa pillow, Mrs. S. S.
Haines second, Mrs. Frank Hamden Blodgett first, Mis® Marion Hewey
third; braided rug, Mrs. A. J. Tooth), second, Mrs. Erville Palmer third;
aker first, Mrs. Frank Harnden sec lunch’ cloth, Mrs. M. H. Jewett first;
ond, Mrs. F. H. Calden third; fancy center-piece, Lucy Perry first, Mrs.
rug, Mrs. W. J. Daggett first, Mrs. C. W. Cushman second and third;
Morrill Goldsmith second and third; table mats, Mrs. Adelphus Parker
first; scarf, Mrs. E. B. Han scorn
display household manufactures, Mrs.
first, Lucy Perry second, Mrs. M. H.
Frank Harnden first.
Jewett third; dbiley. Flora
Smith
Class 43—*1‘Plants and flowers: Dis
first and second, Mrs. Frank Hodgplay cut flowers, Mrs. W. W. Mit
man third; miscellaneous specimens
chell first; bouquet cut flowers, Mrs.
of embroidery, Flora Smith
first,
George Adams first, Mrs. B. F. Beal
Marion Hewey seccnd, Mrs. Carroll
second and third; pot plants, Mrs.
Russell third; work hag, A-rline Over
Ira Davenport first, Mrs. Frank Pillstoil first and second; cut work cen
bury second, Mrs. W. J.
Daggett
ter-piece, Mrs. A. D. Grarffam first;
third; asters, Mrs. A. J. Toothaker
Mexican center-piece, Mrs.
Carroll
fiist and second; petunias, Mrs. W.
Russell first and third, Mrs. W. J.
J. Daggett first; dahlias, Mrs. Lee
Daggett second; Mexican work doiley
Ross first, Mrs. George Adams sec
Mrs. W. J. Daggett first; braiding
ond.
j center-piece, Mrs. A. D.
Graffam
Class 44—Wearing apparel
and first; outline work, Mrs. C. W. Gushr
sowing: .Crocheted jacket, Mrs. E. 'man first, Mrs. W. J. Daggett sec
B. Currier first, Mrs. W. J. Daggett ond; novelties, Mrs. George Adams
second, Mrs. Frank Hamden third; first; cross stitch,
Mrs.
Everett
suppers, Mrs. W. J. Daggett first; Knapp first, Mrs. W. J. Daggett sec
men’s hese, Mrs. X. H. Haines first; ond; table mats in crochet, Mrs. S.
mittens, Mrs. Morrill Goldsmith first, |A. Blcdgett first; crocheted
lace,
Mrs. George Adams second;
hand Mrs. W. J. Daggett first; collar and
sewing by child under 12,
Phyllis jcuff set, Mrs. W. J. Daggett first;
Harnden first, Neola Bubier second; ! miscellaneous, Mrs. Bion Wing first,
hand sewing by lady over 70, Mrs. Mrs. F. H. Calden second, Mrs. E.
L. S. Russell first, Mrs. Mary Hardy B. Currier third.
second; lady’s embroidered skirt,
Class 42—Miscellaneous
articles:
Mrs. Bion Wing first; lady’s em
0:1
paintings, Mrs. Frank Hodgbroidered night rcbe, Mrs. Everett
man first and second; pierced brass,
Knapp first, Marion Sargent second;
Mrs. Everet.t Knapp first;
burnt
yoke for corset cover, Mrs. A. D.
work, Mrs. Frank Hcdgman
first;
Graffam. fir'd; infant’s dress, Mrs.
putty work, Mr®. C. W. Cook first,
Bion Wing first, Mrs. G. D. Bangs
second, Mi-se Marion Hewey third; t Class 37—Plate fruit and display
child’s dress, Mrs' Frank Harnden apples: • Wagner, A. B. Toothaker
f rat; Mackintosh, Mrs. E. F. Park-,
er first; Wealthy, Weston Parker
M ANY C O M P LA IN TS HEARD.
i first; Baldwin, A. B. Toothaker first,
This summer many persons are Neola Bubier second; Ben
Davis,
complaining of headaches,
lame Mrs. E. F. Parker first;
R.
I.
backs, rheumatism, bilicmness and
of being “ always tired.”
Aches,
Less of Appetite is commonly grad
pains and ills caused by kidneys not
defng their work yield quickly to ual; one dish after another is set
It is one of the tirst indicaFoley Kidney Pills.
Th^y help e- aside.
limination, give sound sleep and down, and there is nothing else so
make you feel better.
Floyd
E. 1srood for it as Hood's Sarsaparilla—
1the best of all tonics.
Parker, Phillips, Me.
OF

days

F A IR .

RUBBER GOODS
Now is the time to buy a Hot
Water Bottle.

SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK
$1.25 bottles for 89c.
$1.25 and $1.75
SUNDAY HOURS: 9 A. M. to 1 P. M.

Others $1.00
5 P. M. to 7.30 P. M.

Also open when the Sunday Papers arrive.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. 1 BEAL BLOCK

The

THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED

m nm m m atfflm
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Greenings, Mrs. E. F. Parker first;
King Tompkins, A. B. Toothaker
first; Starks, Neola Bubier
first;
display apples, A. B. Toothaker first,
A. W. Storer second, Mrs. E.
F.
Parker third.
Pears: Clapp's Fav
orite, C. W. Harnden first, H. E.
Dunham second, A. B.
Toothaker
third; Flemish Beauty, H. E. Dun
ham first.
Clasis 34—Gentlemen’s
Drivers:
Glidden M. Parker first, W. B. But
ler second, G. D. Bangs third.
THE

HALL

9

age.
Mrs. Frank Harnden had a house
hold display that showed she did
not allow her fingers to be idle
many moments the last year.
One
of tlie most noticeable articles was
a doiley done in colors. There Were
24 pieces in the display.
A taberette made by Mrs. C. W.
Cook was a much admired article.
Mis. Everett Knapp had a lamp
with a pierced brass shade that
v/as very beautiful.’
Mrs. N. H.
Haines exhibited a pair of
white
stockings, knit by hand 60
years
ago, that were dainty enough
for

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAiNSJISAPPEAR

Rheumatism depends on an acid
which flows in the blood, affecting the
muscles and joints, producing inflam
mation, stiffness and pain. This acid
gets into the blood through some de
fect in the digestive processes, and
remains there because the liver, kid
neys and skin are too torpid to carry
it off.
_
[
H ood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
treatment of rheumatism.
It acts
directly, with purifying effect, on the
blood, and through the blood on the
fastidious, j liver> kidneys anl skin, which it

The display in the hall was unus anyone, no matter how
ually good this year, both in the ag Mrs. J. F. Sweetser
showed
a stimulates, and at the same time it
ricultural and faryy work department shawl, made in Ireland, of
blue improves the digestion.
In the lower ball some fine looking wool, that wap coveted by
Get H ood’s Sarsaparilla today.
every
Sold by all druggists.
tomatoes, both green and rite were woman who saw it.
exhibited by Mrs. C. W. Cook, H. J.
Some dainty children’s dresses
Wing, Airs. E. Dill and J. A. Nor were shown by Mrs. F. W. Harnden,
.Between the heats came the ladies’
ton.
There were pumpkins belong Mrs. Bion Wing, Mrs. G. D. Bangs
race,
with Mrs. Blaine Wilbur and
ing to W. J. Daggett, Carl Beal and and Miss Marion Hewey.
Mrs. Percy Wilbur starters.
The
H. J. Wing; beets, Clarence PilisHescock & Atwood had their usual heats were half-mile ones and Mrs.
bury, W. F. Calden, J. O. Lake and display cf goods frem tlieir woolen
Blaine Wilbur won the race.
J. F. Sweetser.
Only a few tur mill.
Mrs. Frank Hodgman showed
The starter was Walter Jones of
nips were exhibited, these belonging two beautiful paintings and a burnt
Strong, wiho is always acceptable
to J. O. Lake and Carl Beal. Some leather pillow.
i,i that position.
The timers were
fine squash, called the “ Delicious,”
R. L. Withee o f Farmington, F. C.
was owned by E. Dill, H. J. Wing
T H E T H IR D DAY
Rowe and E. B. Whorff.
The judges
allowed a large number of several
were Ed Rideout of Phillips, E. Brad
varieties.
Carl Beal also had soma
The attendance the third day fell
good squash.
A. J. Norton had off quite a good deal, owing to the ford of Farmington and W. L. Jones.
cauliflower and cabbage.
Seme of weather, for it was a day of threat
the best looking potatoes seen fo” ening rain.
N O T E S ON T H E RACES
The forenoon was dark
many a long day was shown by A. ami disagreeable, and all that was
B. Toothaker.
Others were shown done was the exhibition of gentle
Norman Butler made a very acby A. W. Storer and W. F. Calden. men’s drivers. Glidden Parker’s driv ceptaible marshal.
Not very many apjples were shown ing horse took first, while W. B.
The Phillips band furnished mu silo
there being only three displays as Butler carried off the red. ribbon, between the heats and many compli
follows:
A. B. Toothaker, A. W. the yellow going to G. D. Bangs.
ments were heard for the class of
Storer and E. F. Parker.
Berry &
The second
At 1.30 the free for all race was music they rendered.
Pinkiham exhibited some
Roxbury called with four starters.
Prince day they gave seme singing select
russets that were grown in 1914. Alfondly, belonging to Isaac Ellis ions that were much enjoyed.
Their condition was excellent. Very of Rangeley was plainly a favorite
N. J. Hackett's
stallion, Lord
few pears were shewn, and but two from the start, although he divided Wilkes, Jr., was shown in frent of
plates of plums and one of grapes, the honors with Phyllis D.
Robert the judges’ stand Friday afternoon.
these latter belonging to A.
B. Bell and Suntand Charm were two
W. T. Hinds showed his* beautiful
Toothaker.
«
strangers to the people here. Prince stallion, Rrayer, on the stretch Fri
He trotted an ex
A. H. Sedgeley had seme tempting Alfondly took the pole from Robert day afternoon.
maple sugar, also some maple syrup IBell aud kept it without any effort hibition half in 1.13%.
Mrs. Everett Knapp had canned fruit j throughout the race. Phyllis D. made
and pickles.
Mrs. F. A. Phillips a sensational second just as
NOTES
she
and Mrs. George Adam® had canned came under the wire, but she canve
fruit and pickles. A beautiful fuchsia in third in the last heat. The sum
Some fine sheep were seen
on
belonging to Mrs. Ira Davenport at mary:
the grounds the first day of fair.
tracted lots of attention. Mrs. Frank
Not the least of the good ones seen
PiMsbury had seme beautiful geran Robert Bell ch g,
3 4 2 was the Hampshire Down buck own
iums.
Cut flowers were shewn by
R. A. Bird, Wiuthrcp
ed by A. B. Toothaker of Phillips.
Mrs. W. J. Daggett, Mrs. A.
J j Sunland Charm, b g,
4 3 4 |He was certainly a beauty and is
Toothaker, Mrs. George Adams and
F. G. Cclburn, Farmington
[much prized by his owner. Fie took
Mrs. B. F. Beal.
Prince Alfondly, b s,
I l i a blue ribbon.
The feed display was small in
Isaac Ellis, Rangeley
deed.
Mrs. Bion W ing had’ a good Phyllis D., ch m,
R. C. Rcss showed some Horned
display, including pies,
cookies,
D.
I.D cb le, Farmington
! FUrset sheep that were certainly wordoughnuts and gingepsaape.
Time: 2.21%, 2.24%, 2.23%.
1thy of the blue ribbon.
Mr. Ross
The fancy . work department was
’ also had some fine looking lambs.
exceptionally good.
A better disThe second race was the 2.35 class
play cf rugs was never seen, and it j had five starters, being the same as
Among the good looking cattle on
really looks a® if the art rtf nig [the starters the day before, except the grounds were the 17 pairs of
making was being revived
One cf Itwo, Nan T., and Cy Paul, the for oxen belonging to C. E. Lewis of
the most’ noticeable was a hooked mer belonging to B. M. Lander cf Strong.
Mr. Lewis has been com
rug shown by Mrs. George Adams. Kingfi-eld, the latter belonging to FI. ing to Phillips to this fair for 12 or
It wak'done in brown, with roses so H. Landers of Stratton. Nan T. dre 13 years and it has always been one
il at oral that one was tempted to pick the pole in the first two heats ot the attractions at tlie fair. Cattle
them.
Mrs. Morrill Goldsmith, Mrs. held it withoutxany effort, but in the men will learn with regret that Mr.
W J. Daggett, Mrs. E. Dill, Mrs. W. third she broke as she get the word, Lewis does net expect to come next
FI. Haines and Mrs. Ira Davenport but recovered apparently all right, year.
{also exhibited hocked rugs.
Mrs. but on the first turn she broke aj A. J. Toothaker, Mrs. Frank Ham gain, losing her
position entirely
Some excellent potatoes were ex
den and Mrs. W. F. Calden had some which brought Cy Paul in first under hibited by A. W. Storer and A. B.
beautiful braided rugs.
the wire.
The fourth heat, however Toothaker in the hall.
It is doubt
There was also a fine display cf the horses got off without scoring ful if any better looking
potatoes!
quilts.
Mrs. A. J. Toothaker show and Nan T. tcok .the pole at once could be found than those
shown
ed a very dainty one made cf laven winning easily.
The summary:
by Mr. Toothaker..
der and white.
Mrs. Mary , Hardy
5 3 2 4
had a very pretty one, while Mrs. N. Aeroplane, b m,
FI. J. Wing had a box of everR. S. Johnson, Strong
II. Haines exhibited a handsome
bearing
strawberries that were de
4 4 3 3
worsted one.
Other exhibitors of Rena, blk m,
licious.
Mrs. Wing served some of
H.
Hatch,
Rangeley
quilts were Mrs. Lee Ross and Mrs.
these
berries
at supper the week
3 5 5 5
Morrill Goldsmith.
Mrs. Rosie Camp Echo, blk g,
before.
G.
D.
Bangs,
Phillips
hell showed a beautiful crocheted lied
Cy Paul, cih g,
2 2 12
spread.
Mrs. George Adams had charge of
FI. H. Landers, Stratton
A nice d ispla y,of pillow ‘cases-,
the hall as usual and it is a wellNan
T.,
b
m,
1
1
4
1
both embroidered and lace trimmed
known fact that - a more
excellent
B. M. Lander, Kingfield
were on exhil it ion. Among the most
superintendent can not be found
Time:
2.29%,
2.27%,
2.30,
2.30%.
noticeable ones was a pair with all
as she lo-o-ks after things in fine
embroidered ends, made by Mrs. Adel
shape.
pbus Parker and a pail- with crochet
How the Body is Nourished.
ed insertion made by Mrs. A. D.
M. T. Toothaker had a De Laval
Graffam.
Mrs. A. D. Graffam also
The bodily process known as as separator on exhibition.
W. W.
exhibited a towel done with ramb similation is well explained in these Mitchell had a United States separ
le- roses that wra® a most beautiful words:
“ As the blood, in its circu ator in the hall.
article.
lation, approaches any organ, the p r
Some beautiful center-pieces were 'tions that are appropriate for this
The receipts for the third
day
seen, one shown by Lucy Perry organ feel its attractive force, obey were $221.45.
tirat was most striking, it being it, and leaving the others, mingle
black-eyed Susans, done in colors1 on with the substance of its tissue
George Thompson also showed the
tan linen.
Mrs. C. W. Cushman alls are changed into its own true and handsome stallion Kimpton, and a
bad a beautiful one, a conventional proper nature.”
son of K imptom was given a showing
design done in colors on tan linen.
How important it is that the blood on the track.
Mrs, Erville Palmer had some beaut should be pure and rich, not loaded
iful s-efa pililo-wis, a,s did
Marion with worn-out and useless matters.
Hewey.
Mrs. Frank Harnden show Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies and en
BENEFITS LOCAL PEOPLE
ed a hand-painted one that wia.s much, riches the blocd, and does all it is
admired.
Phyllis E. Harnden, eight possible for medicine to do in the
Phillips people have discovered
years old, had a sofa pillow that was way of perfecting assimilation and tfeat A^ SINGLE DOSE of
simple
a credit to one twice her age.
It building up the whole system. When buckthorn bark, glycerine, ate., as
won a blue ribbon and was a fine you have made up your mind to take compounded in Adler-i-ka, the Ger
piece of work.
Necla Bubier,
12 Hood’s Sarsaparilla, insist on having man appendicitis remedy, removes
years old, showed a scarf that was it.—don’t accept a substitute, for no gas on the stomach and constipation
done very nicely for a girl of that substitute acts like it.—Adv.
AT ONCE.
E. H. Whitney, druggist.
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WOODS,

HE M ASTER K E Y
PHOTO PLAY

See how wonderfully Hold in pictures is this sublime story.
By J O H N F L E M IN G W IL S O N

It’s the supreme of all Photo Plays.
grip you,“hold you spellbound.

M A IN E , S E P T E M B E R

COUGHS T H A T AR E STOPPED!

SEE
f I

P H IL LIP S ,

It will thrill you,

Careful people see that they are
stopped.
Dr. King’s New Discovery
is a remedy of tried merit.
It has
held its own on the market for 46
years.
Youth and old age testify yto
its soothing and healing qualities.
Pneumonia and lung troubles are of
ten caused by delay of treatment.
Dr. King’s New Discovery stops those
hacking coughs and relieves la grippe
tendencies.
Money back if it fails.
50tf. and $1.00.
vice. . Miss Leathers
returned to
her work at Bates College Tuesday,
September 21.
She will come back
to preach October *?.
There will be services
in
the
church as usual next Sunday, Sep
tember 26, at 10.30, song and social
service, followed by
the
Sunday
school.
The “ Jolly W orkers” have
assumed the responsibility of fur
nishing music during the month of
October for the services on the
Sundays when we have no preaching
and the ‘‘Adult Bible Ciuss”
will
look out for the leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dunham visit
ed in Weld recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ladd were
recent guests of friends in the place.
Jesse Nile has been a guest in
the family of Charles Heath recently.
Work is progressing on the foun
dation of the new bridge at Reed’si.
It will be a fine structure
when
completed.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tyler were guests
o f Mr. -and Mrs. J. C. Wells
Sun
day and attended church.
Their
many friends were glad to greet
them.

SEE IT, EVERY
Saturday at Bell's Hall, Strong
Monday at Music Hall, Farmington
Tuesday at Wilbur Hall, Phillips

stream as bookkeeper for Wyman &
Ranney.
Mrs. Barden and baby are
with her mother, Mrs. Ricker
of
Stratton.
H. G. Winter and wife, his sister
and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Har
Freaks in the Vegetable Gardens old Ransome, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Winter of
Freeman,
This Year.
Miss Annah Farnum and E. C. Wil
liamson and family motored to Ran(Special' Correspondence.)
geley last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tufts are re
KingfieM, September 27.—On. ac
count of the heavy rain storm of ceiving congratulations over the birth
Tuesday, day and evening, the lec of an 11% pound son, Friday, Sep
ture on “ Egypt Where Our
Early tember 24.
Mrs. Valdo Dunton is
Civilization Began,” given by Prin. caring for Mrs. Tufts.
L. P. Hosley for the benefit of the
Mrs. Silpha Ellwood, who has been
Freshman class was postponed until at Rangeley for the summer was the
Monday evening. Mr. Hosley has en guest of her brothers, Fred and Chap.
gagements to give this lecture in Cross last week.
Monday she re
adjoining towns for the benefit of turned to Medway, Mass.,
where
schools, each night for the rest of she has employment in the straw
the week.
shop for the winter.
Horace Potter went, to Bangor Sat
The ladies of Grace Universalist
urday to hire a crew of men for the church will serve their annual liarSept. '27.
lumbering operations at Alder stream vest supper in the vestry Thursday,
O. B. Hutchins and Horace Pot October 7.
V
Sunday morning was very
rainy
ter have taken a job with Ranney
Relatives in town have
received
keeping
some
from
attending
church,
and Wyman at Alder stream farm, to announcement of the birth of a sixcut and haul pulp wood. Mr. Hutch pound son to Mr. and Mrs. Edison but there were about 25 who braved
the elements and were well paid
ins started Saturday to take charge Hunt of Harmony.
for
the interest they showed, as the
of the lumber operations.
Eighteen Oddfellows and Rebekahs
A communication from F. A. Cross went to Farmington Wednesday night song and social service and Sunday
man states that he is laid -up with, to attend the dedication of the new school were all very interesting.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heath, Jim
neuritis at Hotel Curless, Grand Odd Fellow building there.
and
Lydia Dunham and Miss Arlene,
Falls, N. B.
The Boy Scouts with' their scout
Mrs. J. A. Jackson underwent a master Percy Wilber took a hike to Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hathaway and
serious surgical operation at her the Hutchins pasture
Friday and Miss Lillian Leathers attended Po
mona Grange at Weld and report a
home hejje Saturday, which was per camped over night.
formed by Dr. C. W. Bell of Strong,
During the heavy wind of Wednes very enjoyable time.
assisted by Dr. H. S. Spear of New day last, many apples of the winter
We are glad to learn that Gilbert
Portland.
Mrs. Jackson is as com variety were blown from the trees Veter got a good many premiums on
fortable a» can be expected. A train both here and in New Portland caus his fine herd of 11olsteins at the
ed nurse is in attendance.
ing considerable loss to the farmers. North Franklin Cattle Show and Fail.
Councilman O. W. Simmons and
Joseph Tufts, who used to reside
The harvest supper at the home of
Chairman of Selectmen J. E. Voter on Minister Hill, / Tufts pond,
and Mrs. Mertena Wilbur was well at
were at Augusta the first of the for whose grandfather the pond was tended and a very pleasant evening
week and they report that all bids named, gives a bit of history regard was passed.
The special music by
for the new concrete bridge
here ing the naming of Grindstone pond. Miss Leathers and Mrs. G-oldie Dun
were considerable in advance of the Pic says his grandfather found
at ham was much enjoyed.
appropriaticn due in all probability to the foot of the pond, stones which
Remember the services at
the
the near appreach of cold weather, were taken to 'Massachusetts
and church on October 3 at 10.30,
as
so it is definitely decided not to made into grindstones of the finest
Miss Leathers will be with us on
build the bridge this fall.
It is ex quality and from this fact the pond
that date.
pected, however, that there will be received its name.
The Ladies’ Circle will meet on
no difficulty in building the bridge
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Durrell are
October
6 with Mrs. Ida Hathaway.
another summer and keeping the ex going to Alder stream to work for
pense within the amount available. S. J. Wyman.
The old chain bridge will need many
NEWSPAPER MAN RECOMMENDS
repairs before the hauling season
,T.
REED'S MILL.
begins.
R. R. Wentworth of the St. James
Maurice Lander, aged 12 years,
(Mo.) News, writes:
“A
severe
raised a sunflower the stalk of Which!
Sept. 21.
ccld settled in my lungs. I feared
measured 12% feet in height,
7 j There were 84 who listened to a
pneumonia.
Foley’s Honey and Tar
inches around; and also a cucum-| veryx earnest, helpful sermon
by straightened me up immediately. 1
her 11% inches in circumference and j Miss Leathers, Sunday, the 19th,
recommend this genuine cough and
13 inches long.
Subject, “The Greatest Thing in the lung medicine.”
Right now thous
Mrs. Naomi Phillips has a patch of j World.”
Text, I Cor. 13-13,
last ands of hay fever and asthma suf
pure white cucumbers this year.
clause.
The Sunday school was al ferers are thankful for this wonderMrs. Lora McMullen of Boston i s 1so well attended.
The duet by
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Em Mrs. Goldie Dunham and Miss Leath Iful healing and soothing remedy.
ma Wyman for two weeks.
ers was greatly enjoyed.
There
Harry Tufts returned home from were 64 present in the evening and
Squirrel Island Friday night.
He enjoyed an especially helpful ser
has been there for about three [
months working in a summer hotel,
Ervin Barden has gone to Alder G E T RID OF T H O S E POISO/NS IN

BRIDGE NOT TO BE
BUILT THIS FALL

YOUR
E. G. H U D S O N ’S S T A T E M E N T .

E. G. Hudson, .merchant of Chamiblee, Ga., says Foley Cathartic Tab
lets are the “ best "on earth” for a
thorough cleansing movement of the
bowels without the slightest incon
venience or sickening and no bad
effects.
They certainly do relieve
indigestion or constipation
quickly
and liven up the liver.
They make
you feel light, free and energetic.
Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.

t

l

Q

P

a r ix u jJ
SHORTHAND

,

SYSTEM i

\

You will find Dr. King’s New Life
Pills a most satisfactory laxative in
releasing the poison® from your sys
tem.
Accumulated waste and pois
ons cause manifold ailments unless
released.
Dizziness, spots before
the eyes, blackness and a miserable
feeling generally are indications that
you need Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
Take a dose to-night and you will ex
perience grateful relief by morning.
25£.

iWl'6^) Cel

l e

BUSINESS

g

o

1r E L E G R A P H Y

f F has been the policy of this instution f nr thirty years
NO PAYMENT IN AII A N VJL»
\ye recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examination o f the goods, and a test oi their quality before payment is required. Do lot wait fo r a
more convenient season—it w II not come.

PORTLAND

BANGOR

AUGUSTA
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Ezra Noyes and son Philip, and I.
H. Buker attended the fair at Phil
lips last week.
Miss Minnie Buker, who is teach
Sept. 27.
ing in East Madrid was home over
Mrs. Cedric Judkins of
Upton,
Me., has been visiting her parents, Sunday.
Guy Hardy, Daniel Clarkson
and
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Sanborn for the
Jack Clemens are sawing pulp for
past week.
Ezra Noyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Whitney, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Vining, Mr. and Mrs.

EAST WELD

No. Franklin
Marble Works

P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .

At a Probate Court held at Far
mington, in and for the County of
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
September in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
tne following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
ordered:
That notice thereof
he
given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in
toe Maine .Woods, a newspaper pub
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
ty, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Far
mington, on the third Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock
ir the forenoon, and be beard there
on if they see cause.
Wesley N. Hoar, late of Phillips,
deceased.
Petition for Probate of
will and for administration with will
annexed presented by Willis A. Hoar.
Nellie M. Dudley, late of Eustis,
deceased.
Petition for distribution
presented by Joseph C. Holman, ad
ministrator.
Osman Cookson, late of Rangeley,
deceased. ( First account of adminis
tration presented by Leon A. Cooksm , administrator.
Mary A. Tyler, late of
Phillips,
deceased.
First and final account
of administration presented by Abial
E. Tyler, administrator with the will
annexed.
Belle P. Adams of Phillips.
Pe
tition for change otf name.
Abner T. Sanborn, late of Weld,
deceased.
Petition for administra
tion D. B. N. and D. B. N. C. T. A.
presented by Charles T. Sanborn.
Abner T. Sanborn, late of Weld,
deceased.
Final account of John
A. Sanborn, executor of the last will
and testament of Abner T. Sanborn
filed by Charles G. Dunnier, executor
of the last will and testament of said
John A. Sanborn, deceased.
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
A true copy.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.

Phillips, Maine.

Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
•
Cemetery Work of all Kinds

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.
PHILLIPS

-

ME.

All orders by mail or in person
promptly attended to.

Phillips Hardware Co.
hea d q u a rters for everything
in the hardw are line

Lumbermen's and Blacksmith’s
Supplies, Doors, W indows, Stores,
Tinware, Plumbing G ood s, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN
A new line of Dressers of
all descriptions.

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

N O T IC E .

The subscriber hereby gives notice |
that he has been duly appointed ad- |
ministrator of the estate of Dav- j
id Williams,
late
of
Temple, |
in
the
County
of
Franklin, j
Office over National Bank.
deceased, and given bonds as th e !
Phillips,
i
Maine
law directs.
All persons having de
Both
'Phones
mands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present « the |
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pay
J. BLAINE MORRISON
ment immediately.
Chas. F. Chandler.
September 21, 1915.

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

A tto rn e y - a t - L a w

N O T IC E .

The subscriber hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of George
William Young, late of Rangeley, in
the County of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law /directs.
All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immed
iately.
j
Andrew P; Young.
September 21, 1915.

Beal B lock . P h illip s

F ire and L ife Inanrane

D r. W . J. C a r te r ,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12, 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings by

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R .
between Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and Sal^m.

A.W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me

W e run an Auto Livery. .
We do first-class automobile repairing.
We carry V e e d o l oils and greases in stock.
We have two second-hand cars for sale.

REPAIR WORK
that will
PLEASE YOU
if done by

We would like to have you call.
R O L L IN S

Upper Village,

&

B E A N ,

Phillips, Maine

The Phillips Motor Co.,

T H E B A T C H E L D E R
R E S T A U R A N T
is reopened under the same management, and the same service
ld.anp.SperU
4 : hinS’ } Proprietors, will be offered the. public as before. Meals will be served and a
Auto livery for long or short distances. fine line o f pastry, bread, etc. will always be on hand.
We carry a full line of school supplies.
Let us overhaul your car this winter

and put it in shape for next season.

H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l li p s , M e .

M A IN E
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“ May I help you?” offered the rec to fifty million dollars, or you may let
DOUB LY PROVEN
tor, constraining himself to politeness. it alone,” and his tone was as force
“ Thank you.” She was extremely fully crisp as Allison’s, though he Phillips Readers Can No Longer
sweet about it, and he reached up to could not hide the musical timbre
Doubt the Evidence.
perform the courtesy. The rounded of it.
column of her neck was white as
“ I won’t pay that price, and I won’t
This Phillips citizen testified long
marble in the moonlight, and, as he let the property alone,” Allison snap
ago.
sought the clasps, his fingers, drawn ped back. “ The city needs it.”
Told of quick relief—of undoubted
from his woollen gloves, touched her
For a moment the two men looked
warm throat, and they tingled. He each other levelly in the eyes. There benefit.
The facts are now confirmed.
started as if he had received an elec seemed to have sprung up some new
tric shock, and, as he looked into her enmity between them. A thick man
Such testimony is complete—the
eyes, a purple mist seemed to spring with a stubby mustache came puffing evidence conclusive.
between them. He mechanically fas up to the fire, and sat down on his sled
It forms convincing proof of merit.
COPYRIGHT
tened the clasps, though his fingers with a thump.
w * BY
John W. Kennedy, Phillips, says:
trembled. “ Thank you,’" again said
THEREDBOOK
“ Splendid exercise,” he gasped, hold “ I suffered from kidney trouble for
* CORPORATION
Gail, and he did not notice that her ing his sides. “I think about a week of
voice was unusually low. She went it would either reduce me to a living years and at times was hardly able
SYNO PSIS.
permit a thick man to glide leisurely
to get about. The action of my kid
on over to the group gathered around skeleton, or kill me.”
by on his stomach on a haudsled. He
neys was irregular. Although I doc
the fire, but Rev. Smith Boyd stood
“Your
vestry’s
an
ass,”
Allison
took
CHAPTER I—At a vestry m eeting o f
slid majestically onward, with happy
tored and took different medicines,
the Market Square church Gail Sargent
forgetfulness of the dignity belonging where she had left him, staring stu pleasure in informing him.
listens to a discussion about the sale of
“ Same to you and many of them,” I wasn’t helped.
Finally, someone
the church tenements' to Edw ard E. A l
to the president of tlie Towando Val pidly at the ground. He was in a whirl
lison, local traction king, and when asked
Kidney
ley railroad and a vestryman of Mar of bewilderment, amid which there puffed Jim Sargent. “What’s the trou advised me to take Doan’s
her opinion of the church by Rev. Smith
was some unreasoning resentment, ble with you? Trying to take a busi Pills and I got some at Preble’s
goyd, says it is apparently a lucrative
ket Square church.
business enterprise.
Drug Store. They helped me in ev
“ That used to be lots of fun,” re but beneath it all there was an inex ness advantage of .a church.”
“ I’d have a better chance with a
CHAPTER II—Allison takes Gall riding
membered Gail, looking after her plicable sadness.
ery way. They seemed to clear my
In his motor car. W hen he suggests he
“Just in time for the Palisade spe Jew,” was Allison’s contemptuous re system of uric acid poison and they
Uncle Jim in envy.
Is entitled to rest on the laurels o f his
cial, Gail,” called Lucile Teasdale.
; ply.
achievements, she asks the disturbing
“ Oh, see here, Allison!” remonstrat also relieved the pains.”
Oiiestion: “ W h y ?"
“ I don’t know,” laughed Gail. “ I
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr.
ed
Jim Sargent seriously. He even rose
think of going on a private car this
CHAPTER III—Gail, returning to her
trip,” and she sought among the group to his feet to make it more emphatic. Kennedy said: “ I have used Doan's
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive with A l
lison, finds cold disapproval in the eyes
for distraction from certain oppres “ You mustn’t treat Market Square Kidney Pills occasionally since giv
of Rev. Smith Boyd, who is calling there.
ing my former endorsement and they
sive thought. Allison, and Lucile and church with so much indignity.”
“ Why not? Market Square church have always given me
Ted and Arly, were among the more
prompt re
(Continued from last week.)
familiar figures, besides a startling puts itself In a position to be consid lief.”
Adonis, proudly introduced as Dick ered in the light of any other grasping
C H A P T E R IV.
Price 50c at all dealers.
Don’t
Rodley, by Arlene, early in the eve organization.”
simply
ask
for
a
kidney
remedy
Rev. Smith Boyd, finding in himseli
ning, with an air which plainly stated
Too Many Men.
—get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
that he was a personal discovery for the growth of a most unclothlike an
"A conscience must be a nuisance
that Mr. Kennedy had. Foster-Milger,
decided
to
walk
away
rather
than
which she gave herself great credit.
to a rector,” sympathized Gail Sar
suffer the aggravation which must en bum Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
“
The
Palisades
special
will
not
start
gent, as she walked up the hill beside
without Miss Sargent,” he declared, sue in this conversation. Consequent
Rev. Smith Boyd.
bending upon her an ardent gaze, and ly, he started down the hill, dragging
The tall young rector shifted the
bestowing upon hef a smile which dis Jim Sargent’s sled behind him for com company at nine o’clock, and" set his
thin rope of the sled to his other hand.
played a flash of perfect white teeth. pany. There were no further insults basket of opened and carefully anno
“Epigrams are usually more clever
tated letters out of the mathematical
Gail breathlessly thought him the to the church, however.
than true,” he finally responded, with
“ Jim, what are the relations of the center of his desk; then he touched a
most dangerously handsome thing she
a twinkle in his eyes. It had been in
Towando
Valley to the L. and C.?” button and a thin young man, whose
had
ever
seen,
but
she
missed
the
his mind to sharply defend that
asked
Allison,
offering Sargent a cigar.
foreign
accent
in
him.
That
would
charge, but he reflected that it was
“ Largely paternal,” and the presi
have made him complete.
unwise to assume the speech worth
“ I’m sorry that the Palisade special dent of the Towando Valley grinned.
serious consideration. Moreover, he
will be delayed," she coolly told him, “ We feed it when it’s good and spank
had come to this toboggan party for
but she tempered the deliberateness K when it cries.”
healthful physical exercise!
“ Hold control of the stock?”
of that decision with an upward and
“Then you’re guilty of an epigram,”
“No, only its transportation,” re
sidelong glance, which she^was startled
retorted Gail, who was annoyed with
to recognize in herself as'distinct co turned Sargent complacently.
Rev. Smith Boyd without quite know
“ Stock is a good deal scattered, I
quetry.
ing why. “You can’t believe all you
“I have a prior claim,” laughed Alli mppose?”
are compelled, as a minister, to say.”
“ Small holdings entirely, and none
son, stepping up and taking her by the
“That,” returned Rev. Smith Boyd
arm. “ It’s my turn to guide Miss Sar of the holders proud,” replied Sargent.
coldly, “is a matter of interpretation.”
“It starts no place and comes right
He commended himself for his pa “ W h y Are You So Bitter Against the gent on the two-passenger sled.”
There was something new about Al back, and the shareholders won’t pay
tience, as he proceeded to instruct
Church?”
lison tonight. There was the thrill postage to send in their anunal
this mistaken young person. She was
“
Market
Square
church
has
dis
and the exultation of youth in his proxies.”
a lovable girl, in spite of the many 1
“ Then the stock doesn’t seem to be
things he found in her of which to pensed millions in charity,” the rector voice, and twenty years seemed to
disapprove. “The eye of the needle felt it his duty to inform her, as they have been dropped from his age. There worth buying,” observed Allison, with
was an intensity about him. too, and vast apparent indifference.
through which the camel was sup started up the hill again.
“ Only to piece out a collection,”
“ If it’s like our church at home it also a ' proprietorlike compulsion,
posed not to be able to pass, was, in
reality, a narrow city gate called the costs ninety cents to deliver a dime,” which decided Gail on a certain diver chuckled Sargent. “ I didn’t know you
she retorted, bristling anew with by sion she had entertained. She was were interested in railroads.”
Needle’s Eye.”
“I wasn’t a week ago,” and Allison
The
Gail looked at him with that little gone aggravations. “So long as you oppressed with men tonight.
smile at the corners of her red lips, can deliver baskets of provisions in world was full of them, and they had looked out across the starry sky to the
tree-scalloped hills. “ With the comple
eyelids down, curved lashes on her person, it is all right, but the minute closed too nearly around her.
tion of the consolidation of New York’s
Suddenly
she
broke
away
with
a
you
let
the
money
out
of
your
sight
it
cheeks, and beneath the lashes a
sparkle brighter than the moonlight filters through too many paid hands. laugh, and, taking the two-passenger transportation system, and the build
on the snow crystals in the adjoining I found thjs out just before I resigned sled from Smith Boyd, who still stood ing of a big central station, I thought
in preoccupation at the edge of the I was through. It seemed a big achieve
|from our charity committee.”
field.
“It seems to me there was someHe looked at her in perplexity. She group, she picked it up and ran with ment to gather all these lines to a com
tlfing about wealth in that metaphor,” was so young and so pretty, so charm- it, and threw hei'self face forward on mon center, like holding them in my
she observed, her round eyes flashing I ing in the ermine which framed her it, as she had done when she was a hand; to converge four millions of
open as she smiled up at him. “If it ! pink face, so gentle of speech and kiddy, and shot down the hill, to the people to one point, to handle them
“ F ree as Air,” He Gayly Told Her.
Avas so difficult even in those days for movement, (hat her visible self and intense disapproval of Reverend Boyd! without confusion, and to redistribute
them
along
the
same
lines,
looked
like
brow, at twenty, wTore the traces of
a rich man to enter the kingdom of 1her incisive mind seemed to be two ' Dick Rodley, ever alert in his chosen
I profession, grabbed a light steel racer a life’s work; but now I’m beginning preternatural age, walked briskly in.
heaven, how can a rich church hope j different creatures.
“Take Mr. Greggory these letters
to become ambitious.”
to enter the spirit of the gospel?”
“Why are you so bitter against the from the edge of the bank, and, -with a
“ Oh, I see,” grinned Jim Sargent. and ask him if he will be kind enough
Rev. Smith Boyd hastily, and almost church?” and his tone was troubled, magnificent run, slapped himself on
roughly, drew her aside, as a long, low not so much about what she had said, the sled and darted in pursuit! The “You want to do something you can to step here.”
“ Yes, sir,” and the concentrated
rector’s lip curled the barest trace at really call a job. If I remember right
bobsled, accompanied by appropriate but about her.
ly, you started with an equipment of young man departed with the basket,
one
corner,
but
Edward
E.
Allison,
screams, came streaking down the hill,
“ I didn’t know I was,” she confessed,
and passed them. They both turned concerned about it herself. “All at locking down the hill, grinned,-and lit four horse cars and two miles of rust feeling that he had quite capably borne
ed rail. What do you want to conquer his weight of responsibility.
and followed its progress down the once I seem to look on it as an old a cigar.
Greggory walked in, a fat man with
“Coming Allison ?” called Cunning next?”
narrowing white road, to where it shoe which should be cast aside. It
Allison glanced down the hill, then no trace of nonsense about him.
curved away in a silver line far at is so elaborate to do so little good in ham. “There’s room for you both,
back out across the starlit sky. Some
“ Out for the day, Ed?” he surmised,
the bottom of a hill. Hills and val the world. Morality is on the in doctor.”
“I don’t think I’ll ride this trip, new fervor had possessed him tonight gauging that probability by the gift
leys, and fences and trees, and even crease, as any page of history will
thanks,” returned Allison," and, as the which made him a poet, and loosened of the letters.
a distant stream were covered with show.”
“A month or so,” amended Allison,
rector also declined with pleasant, his tongue which, previous to this,
the fleecy mantle of winter, while
“ I believe that to be true,” he hast
high overhead in a sky of blue, hung a ily assured her, glad to be able to thanks, Allison gave the voyagers a could almost calculate its utterances rising and surveying the other articles
on his desk calculatingly. “I’m going
hearty push, and walked, back to the in percentage.
round, \^hite moon, which flooded the agree with her upon something,
“ The world,” he said.
to take a vacation.”
countryside with mellow light, and
camp fire.
“ But it is in spite of the church,
“It’s about time,” agreed his effi
strewed upon earth’s fresh robe a
“ I received the ultimatum of your
not because of it,” she immediately vestry today, Doctor Boyd,” observed
C H A P T E R V.
cient general manager. “I think it’s
wealth of countless sparkling gems.
been four years since you stopped to
“This is a wonderful sermon,” added. “ You can’t say that there is Allison when they were alone. “ Still
Edward E. Allison Takes a Vacation. take a breath. Goins: to play a little?”
mused Gail; then she turned to the a tremendous moral influence in a that eventual fifty million.”
Edward E. Allison walked Into the
rector. Shef softened toward him, as congregation which numbers eight
“ Well, yes,” returned the rector
(T o be continued.)
she saw that he, too, had partaken of hundred, and sends less than fifty to briskly, and backed up comfortably to offices.of the Municipal Transportation
the awe and majesty of this scene. He services. The balance show their de the blaze. He was a different man
stood straight and tall, his splendidly votion to Christianity by a quarterly now. “We discussed your proposition
poised head thrown back, and his gaze check.”
thoroughly, and decided that, in ten
Rev. Smith Boyd felt unfairly hit. years, the properly is worth fifty mil
resting far off where the hills cut
“ That is the sorrow of the church,” lion to you, for the purpose you have
against the sky in tree-clad scallops.
“It is an inspiration,” he told her. he sadly confessed; “ the lukewarm in mind. Consequently why take less?”
with a tone in his vibrant voice which ness of its followers.”
Allison surveyed him shrewdly for a
She felt a trace of- compunction for moment.
she had not heard before; and for that
brief instant these two, between whom him; but why had he gone into the
“ That’s the argument of a bandit,”
there had seemed some instinctive ministry?
he remarked. “ Why accept all that
“ Can you blame them?” she de the prisoner has when his friends can
antagonism, were nearer'in sympathy
than either had thought it possible to manded, as much aggrieved as if she raise a little more?”
be. Then Rev. Smith Boyd hap had suffered a personal distress.
“I don’t see the use of metaphor,”
The rector flushed as if he had retorted the rector, who dealt profes
pened to remember something. “The
morality or immorality of riches de been struck, and he turned to Gail sionally in it. “Business is business.”
pends upon its use,” he sonorously with that cold look in his green eyes.
Allison grunted, and flicked liis
“ That is too deep a subject to dis ashes into the fire.
stated, as he stepped out into the road
again, dragging his sled behind him, cuss here, but if you will permit me,
“By George, you’re right,” he agreed.
following the noisy, loitering crowd I will take it up with you at the “I’ve been trying to handle you like
with the number two bobsled. “ Mar house,” he quietly returned, and there a church, but now I’m going after you
ket Square ’church, which is the one was a dogged compulsion in his tone. like the business organization you
“ I shall be highly interested in the are.”
I suppose you meant in your compari
son with the rich man, intends to de defense,” accepted Gail, with an ag
Rev Smith Boyd reddened. The
vote all the means with which a kind gravating smile.
charge that Market Square church was
There seemed to be but very little a remarkably lucrative enterprise was
Providence has blessed it, to the glory
to say after that, and they walked becoming too general for comfort.
of God.”
“And the glorification of the billion silently up the hill together towards
“The vestry has given you their de
aire vestry,” she added, still annoyed the yellow camp fire, fuming inwardly cision,” he returned, standing stiff and
at
each
other.
Near
the
top
of
the
with Rev. Smith Boyd, though she did
straight, with his hands clasped be
hill her ermine scarf came loose at hind him. “ You may pay for the Vednot know why.
S T R O N G ,
‘
M A IN E ,
fj
the
throat,
and,
with
her
numbed
Again Rev. Smith Boyd drew her
der court tenement property a cash
hands,
she
could
not
locate
the
little
1|
_ mr
out of the road, almost ungently, and
sum,, which. in ten years, will accrue S|[yii«agiW«MMWMMiii»iwi»iiiiiiiiii«Hi«illgBn» IIMIIWIIM IIB illlB W H a iB M iM W ia ilB_____
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unnecessarily in advance., of need, to clasp, with which it had been held^
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An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention o f the
auto parties who go through
Strong.
Call on us your next
trip.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

This is just the
right time o f year
to invest in a Mac
kinaw.
SUMMIT
MACKINAWS are
made from long
fibre all wool cloth
and are tailored to
fit.
SUMMIT
MACKINAWS
are made in sizes
for boys as well as
for men. The pat
terns are many and
varied. Rich plaids
in grays, browns,
tans, purples— but
our d e s c r i p t i o n s
are meagre, come
in and see them.
Priced from $10.00
down.
%

At the Clothing Store.

Union, prayer meeting to-night at
On account of the high cost of
feed, we wish to notify our custom the Methodist church preparatory to
ers that from October 1, 1915 until the special services which are to
further notice, the price of ntillk begin on October 12th conducted by
the
will be seven cents per quart and Rev. Felix Powell, pastor of
the price of cream, twenty-eight People’s Methodist Episcopal church
in South, Portland, and a'sisiisited by
cents per quart.
Mr. Frank Smith, who- will have
O. A. Badger,
charge of the singing.
Mr. Powell
F. M. Ross.
of
the
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin were is a living dramatization
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. F. gospel with all the ardor of his Ital
Field at their cottage on
Webb ian birthright and be draws the
crowds.
Mr. Powell' is a member
Lake over Sunday.
the
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry True who of the Maine Conference of
have been employed . at Grant’s Methodist Episcopal church and has
Camps at Kennebago the past sea been a very successful pastor for the
son, returned to Phillips last week. past 13 years, tu t now he plans to
The local
They report a very pleasant
and become an evangelist..
pastors will' assist in the work, as
profitable season.
Mrs. Emma Shepard is passing j well as pastors of nearby churches
the week with Miss Mabel Austin and a big campaign is being plan
ned.
in Farmington.
The Misses Shirley Holt and Em
As Oliver Pettengi.ll of
Rumford
ma Davenport kindly furnished music was driving his automobile on Cres
for the morning services at the Unio cent Avenue Sunday morning,
he
church last Sunday- morning.
met with a queer accident. A tough
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Sheehy
and linen thread had been strung across
children of Rumford and Miss Sheehy tie road from tree to tree, at a
of New York came to Phillips for the lieight calculated to- remove hats of
day Sunday by automobile.
Miss autoasts as they passed the place.
Ruth Austin, who is teaching in As it happened, the string was on a
The new styles in children’ s, school girls’
Mexico accompanied them and pass level with Mr. Pettengill’s nose, so
and ladies’ fall and winter coats on sale at
ed the day at D. F. Field’s cottage instead of taking his h!at off, the
all prices.
at Weld.
Miss Sheehy, who is a thread made a,’ deep gash in
the
sister of Dr. Sheehy is a druggist flesh on the ridge of his nose.—
in jNew York.
Rumford Falls Times.
Mrs. Stanley Blaisdell is employ
Rand Duham, sen c f Mr. and Mrs.
ed in the central office of
the Fred Dunham of Rumford is one of
Farmers’ Telephone.
the. Freshmen at Bowdodn this fall.
Mr. Charles Howard, who has been
In a recent number of the Ho
in this section for several weeks
quiam Morning Oregonian in speak
past visiting F. A. Ellsworth
and
ing of the business enterprises of
other friends, returned to Ms home
! that city has the following in regard
in Arkansas City this week.
to one of their newspapers publish
Mrs. Everett Beedy passed a few
ed there:
“ The Washingtonian is
days with her husband in Rumford
|seme newspaper, has been for more
last week.
Mr. Beedy came liome
' t..an quarter of a century.
It was i
for over Sunday.
! founded in 18S8, when Hoquiam was j
Mrs. Rand E. Harden was called
la very small speck on the map,
to Lisbon Falls last Saturday to at
j by O. M. Moore, one of the prem in-I
tend the funeral of her sister’s busent men of this section.
He sold j
band, Gecrge D. Frost.
it a number of years ago and now
The King’s Daughters will meet
runs the Hoquiam Record, which is
with Mrs. Eva Toothaker
Friday
published weekly and is a mighty j
evening, October 1.
good paper, a good illustration
of
A special meeting of North Frank
the better class ,cf weekly sheets.”
lin Pomona Grange No. 22 P. ef H.,
In another column cf tills paper j
will be held at Grange ball, Strong,
will
be found tin ad. of the Sandy
on Thursday, October 7th. at
19
o'clock in the forenoon, for
the River & Rangeley Lakes railroad in |
of I
purpose of conferring the 5th degree. which they advertise Low' rates
Picnic dinner.
The afternoon ses fare to Boston on October 4th, tick
sion will be public.
Speakers will ets good to return October 11th.
Members will please remember t & !
b 1 present from the agricultural col
lege of Orone, and they will speak monthly business meeting of the
on subjects of interest to all.
A Federated church next Monday eveni ing, October 4th ajt the
Parish j
goc'd attendance is hoped for.
There is business cf imMany friends were pleased to, see House.
B. Emery Pratt, esq., and wife of |portance which requires a full at-!
Livermore Falls who were in town tendance.
B u tte ricK P attern s in S to ck
last week, Thursday attending
the
Saturday afte-rncon at 2 o ’clock !
Fair.
They were accompanied by a business m eeding of the
Social :
their daughter arid husband,
Mr. j Service Cliuib will be held at the,
i rind Mrs. Leon Emerson and came Parish House. As, there are important:
j by auto.
Mr. Emerson has
the .matters to consider the members arc I
No. 2 Heal Block, Phillips, Maine
agency for the Mitchell automobile. uiged to attend this meeting.
Farmers’ l ei.
He has not fully recovered from the
The Christmas Present Club n^et i
serious injuries he received several with Mrs. J. W. Brackett Tuesday i
years ago while working in a mill afternoon.
In two weeks Mrs. H. ,
at Livermore Falls.
Mr. Pratt has W. True will be the hostess.
I i
also been in very pocr health for
Albert Belivea.u, esq., of Rumford
some time.
has brought, suit, for Mrs.
Henry
Mrs. J. W. Russell is visiting rel Hilton, against the Cummings Con
atives in Farmington this- week.
struction Company, for the sum of
at the
Miss Emma Timberlake went to $5,000 fer the death of Mr. Hilton
Bcston last Monday.
She was ac while working for the company on
m
companied by her friend, Miss Helen the construction cf the a Idid on to
Jones of Wollaston, Mass., who has the Oxford mill, last year.
during alterations and ad
and
been her guest for a week or two.
W. D. Grant was in Phillips cn a
ditions to their present
Miss Timberlake has a position to business trip Wednesday.
building will be located in
teach in Die public schools of Bos
Walter Chase of Dixfield is em
Beal Block in the rooms
ton.
ployed in the International mill. He
over the stores o f C. F.
The advertising in Maine Woods •rooms at Irwin Austin’s and takes 1
and the demonstration at the Fair his meals at Mis® Timberlake’s.
| Chandler & Son and Cony
Grounds of the A-nsco Supplies re
Miss Geneva Stillman is visiting
M. Hoyt.
m
sulted in some sales of their goods. her brother and siiister in town.
Among other sales was one $55
Mrs. Abel Holt of Dixfield visited
»
camera.
A G. Gronkhite will be her mother, Mrs. M. O. Badger, and
Phillips,
Me.j
pleased to sl ow them) to you at any sister, Mrs. E. V. Holt a few days
time at his store.
last week.

The Sedgeley
COATS

Here is a Better

Rubber Boot
than Father
Ever Owned.

C. M. HOYT,

Call and see me j

The
1 1 iiPhillips National Bank

Phillips

D. P. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block

PHILLIPS

MAINE

Agency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

I

Farmington Fairs!

i

G. A. BEAP1 !

;•Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

Open Saturday
Evenings.

T R A C K M A R K RKSIBTERKO

Authorized
Resident Dealer

1

H IS

REST

WAS

EROKEN.

D ID T H E

OLD

M AN

GOOD.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

I

TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

MAINE

Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS

O.
D. Wright, Rosemont, Neb., Geo. W. Clough, of Prentiss, Miss.,
writes:
“ I was bothered with pains is seventy-seven years old and had
’ the region of my kidneys.
My trouble with his kidneys for many
rest was broken by frequent action years.
He writes that Foley K id  Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
cf my kidneys.
I was advised by n ey Pills did him much goed.
Soft Drinks.
He
my doctor to try Foley Kidney Pills used many remedies, but this
is
Open until 11 P. M.
and one 50 cent bottle made a well the only one that ever helped him.
man of me.”
They relieve rheuma No man, young or old, can afford to
tism and backache. Floyd E. Park- neglect symptoms cf kidney trouble,
NOTICE
31', Phillips, Me.i
i Floyd E. Parker, Phillips, Me.
All communications addressed to New
i
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and
careful attention.

j
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FRANK F. GRAVES
Get
The

Y o u r Butter Paper
Maine Woods.

Printed

At

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

